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INTRODUCTION

The Utreer Opportunities Program (COP) has been operating

-in the Hartford, Connecticut, Public Schools since the summer

of 1970. It iSr a federally funded project, under the Educational

Professions Deve1opment Act (EPDA). In brief, the program

provided the funds for Dartford paraprofessionals to further.

their formal edvcation. The-e4ucdtion pTovided these community

people would hopefully benefit both them and the students\with

=whom they came in contact. The project is due to expire at the-

end of August, 1975.

In November of 1974 the Educational Resources and Development

Ceriter (ERDC) of the University of Connecticut was contacted and

later contracted, by the Connecticut State Department of EducatiOn,

(CSDE) to conduct an evaluation of the Hartford Career Opportunities

Program. ncetings of representatives from the CSDE, the Hartford

Board, of Education, the U.S. Office of Education and- the ERDC

produced an evaluation design and instruments. The agreed upon

design and instruments were basically those previously prepared'

by the Northeast Education Ass,ociates of Tewksbury, Massachusetts..

This "Program Evaluation Design" had been prepared in the

Spring of 1974 and was slated for use in all three Massachusetts
o

'COP projects and was to be included by other New England COP

projects, where possible.

7
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Part of the Northeast Rducation Associates design called

for-all the various categories of personnel involved In COP,

to complete a series of questionnaires. These questionnaires

were adapted for use in the nartford COP evaluation. The

questionnaires were only modified for ease of response and

clarity. It was felt there were some areas of concern not

dealt.with.by the questionnaires. Therefore, an attitude

survey was added to complete the p chage of instruments.

This survey ak opinionnaire was vexy,mr.:11 based on that used

in the Final Report for year IV of the Lewiston, Maine, Career

Opportunities Program, 1973-74. These two instruments, along

with'some structured interviews were agre6a on as the basic

evaluation tools.

The design, also included a review of COP documents produCed

throughout the five year history'Otrile project. This review

provided the necessary information for the preparation of a /

badkground section as well as ,an analysis of COP participants'

vital statistics.



131tCI:GROUND INFORifisTIM

Dartford anti Its Schools

Hartford, the capitol of the State of Connecticut, is
---

located in the Very center of the state. It is 4 city of

slightly over one - hunted and fif thousand'residentspnd

is.19.2 square miles area. The City has experienced a

period ,of steady edT)Tiomic growth over the last decade. It

is the insurance center of the nation and alvAcontains a
N

variety of manufacturingiconcerns.

In spite of. this prosperitSi, Hartford has been a growing
,

community of low-income people. The iAner city is encircled

by affluent, white collar clas.c5' suburbs. Hartford, like

other United States urban areas, has not been able to provide

employment for its now unskilled work force. Poverty anq

unemployment statistics over the last five yearS show

ilicreasing problems for Hartford and its residents. In

addition, population mobility statistics for the last decade

show a highly transient populace. The net effect of this.

ih to 'leave _Hartford with-_ more economically depressed

familicS. This influx of new residents has brought a sub-

stantial number of-immigrants from Puerto Rico. The typical'

new immigrant family brings to Hartford more school age

-children than did the' family which moved to the suburbs.

Typically, too, these children have more educational problems,

and these are reflected by lower achievement scores, se.ious
a

za
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'languaye'disabilities and severe adj.u.stment prolilems.

.'The table bi..low shows t:hq change4in Hartford Public

School enrollmePtts by roeial/ethnic\.,groUps, over the last

decade, .

t

Pe.rcentage of Total Pupil.,
Enrollment

9

Black Spanish-Speaking White & Other

1955 38(6 55.2%

1970 4G%. 16% 38%

1974 50.6% 23.2% 26.2%

Despif2e the city's on-going attempts to provide quality

integrated eduCatIon for all its youngsters, Hartford is

rapidly becoming a predominately non-h4e comMunity.

ments in the elementary districts run the-gamut from virtually

100% ,non-white to .92% white. T1 is is despite an internal.

busing program which has been tying to help to integrate all

of the schools in Hartford.

The Hartford Public School System has had a total.enrbIl-

ment of be(:ween'twel)ty-eight and twenty-nine thoUsand pupils

over the last five years, fliirtford is the largest school

.disLrict in the state and also has one of the highest per pupil

expenditures in Connecticut. There are presently approximately
\

1500 teachers and 500 uraprofessionals in Hartfbrd schools.

in 1'69 there were only '247 paraprofessionals employed by
" .

.nartford. As,much as th:e-1-.e has been ,a great effort to recruit

minority teachers, 1974 statistics show a distribution of 75%



white, 19% Black and 6% Spanish-speaking. This 25% minority

employment- is a substantial increase oler. similar ).969

figures. In addition, the vast majority of paraprofessionals

are minority .pcQplc and residents of Hartford.

A in other r) Hartford underwent three

consecutive years of damaging racial conflict in the mid

nineteen sixties. It was judged that there was a failur& of

the education system to'proyide Uartford'reslidents with the

education they needed to increase their sdcio-ecdnumic status.

All of the above provided the atmosphere in which Hartford

COP was born. The Hartford Bard of Education' was, very aware

I.
of the followintwo critical needs: a) the need to improve

kelations with the c?redominantly ion-wite community it

served; b) the need to increase the number of Black and

I.
Spanish-speaking Personnel in the classrooms. COP Met both

of these needs.

\

Career Opportunities\ Proram iA Hartford

In June of l969 a national COP conference was held in

Washington, D.C. at the United States ,Office of EdUcation.

From this period on q number of ,discussions were held by and

with the Hartford Board of Education the Uniyers4y of

Hartford School of Education, the Connecticut State Department

of Education, and two community agencies; the Community

Renewal Team and the MOdel Cities Educational Task Force.

r
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Ir September 1969, a Steering Committee Vas formed, whit

included representatives of all the organjtations listpc1

above. ¶iJceorinq Committee was responsible for the

preparation of the November 2Q, 1969 submission of the

N
Formal 1.'roject Application. The Sitderilafpmmittee also

assisted in the selection of the COP Director,ana recruitment

of GOP partic4)ants. Members of the Steering Committee were

later absorb 6a into the COP Advisory Council.
. 4

The folloving Objectives fcr the Hartford' Career (
i \

i

.
-

iOpportunitiOsTrogram were stated in the 1969 proFosal: .

.

stated

1. To provide Bretter education ffor' Hartford's
.

children by 'having a. direct input\frpm,
'colMA4nity people, with whom the chi3,4ren can
relate and id4tify, into the classroom.

1,

2., To provide eduC'ttion,for indigenOW

;
income people who previously lackeA the means,
.c.3'6 as to enable them to advance to a level
at which they feel comfortable, /With the
ultimate possibility of graduating as a
professional teacher, nurse, social worker
or librarian.

3. 7To suecessfully'extend our career lattice - ..

plan so as to provide both the experience
and academie training necessary to enable
People from low-incoMe areas .to\enter the
field of education. *This- program,, in
addition to providing meaningful' employment
oppornities, will also inclu4e,4ntermediate,
achiev&meht.points from which theriainees\pan
work as ,full-time paraprofes1;ionals until \
they are 'ready to continue K,ep'arat\.on for a'
higher position or' make a horizontal\ move
into a related field. This mill conribute
to their own self-fulfillment and will meet
some of Hartford's crucial social needs

4.* To improve school-community relations by involving
members of the target c3.=unity in%making decisions
bout and in the operation of tl(ip program.

0-
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specs f ical. y, this w3 li accomplishc:d by .

their p;;.wsent plrticipation in the Steering_
Cwnittee, which d,:v,eloped this Qropc.)::al and
in future participation on the 'Screening
Comit -e which will select oarticinants
assist in.the on-going evaluation of the program.

1To encourage greater participatidn'of parents
in education 41,1 the new personnel wlio will al i9
',serve as'school-comminity liaisons:
% A

G.' To assist Leachers,` through the use of indige,,,Dus
_supportive persopnel, in develbping the ability-
to engage in-a-a-honest dialogue witD urban
,youth, 4dults, andr with other personnel working
wit] city residents.

7. ?o enhande teachers' abilities to-work 'with
community ag.en:cies' which might assist in
advdncing the e.ffectivepe:ss of the present
integration programs.

8. To maintain and t.txpand the present Youth .Tutoring
1 Youth Prociam which .serves ab the first_ fltep

on the Qareer. Lattice and will hopefully' .

motivate youngsters into-entering the field of
education by providing early goals which are
attaillable and'a partial "sourde oi-irCoMe.

-9. To establish- through the` COP program new source
of teachers who, as a result of being indigenous
to the area, will serve as models to the' studs
and who will be better equipped (through familiarity
with local problems) to meet existing needs.
These would inp).uda Black, white, and Puerto Ricap,.." r

10.- To provide students from target ilreas with more
individuali,7,ed education Which is releva.t to
their needs interests, and lifetexperiel es.

11. To recruit as many veterans as possible ir-o the
COP.program who, in addition to provjAing many
otbgr.,v,aluable also serve as

lmodes', for the male youth in,the target area.

13



12. To secure cov:35.-ments from ocher local colleges
and universities whach will be cmpatible to
the present one exemplified by the mut..laliv
committed rt.lation:,:hip that exists bet wt!en the
University of 11.1tiord and the fl4:rtfor5.1 Bbard
of Education. fl is will eventuaKy broaden
the career lattice by providing areas of

.specializatipn not presently included in the
University of flartford's curriculum. At the
time at this drafting, extensive discussions
ware being carried out with several of _the.
surrounding schools of higher education.

13. To implement t-taining courses geared to the
trainees4iimiliediate life situation that will,
enable t'll'ef r education to proceed from the
particular known refk,Irence to more geheral
understanding. ,

14. To develop staff, materials, and critO:ia. which'
will provide a basis for- additional.curriCulum
changes in the-higher institutions of `learning.

.15. To further expan'd-the concept of the team-
teaching approach, by utilizing on-site school
personnel in the .training.

sr,

.The "Caze?r Lattice" cots.ept wds- an integral part of COP.

The 1969 Formal Project Application descriWed the career
-,1

lattice as follows.:

-Paraprofessionals employed in the fields of
adult edUcation, guicance,,library service,
phyieal educatio, school health services,
social work, and in elementary and secondary
educatiop may advance in their careers-through
a four-level career lattiec plan.

In each area, the levels iire designated as:
. Level I, Aide; Level II, psslstant; Level Ill,
AW-Ciate;, Level Intern. Level V advances
'the careeristfro7:1 the paraprofessional to the
professional level as a certified teacher.

1 4 .
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Advancement in salary for the poraprofessional
is based upon education, in-service training,
special courses , and longevity. Fringe
benefits, includ:d at all levels, include Blue_
Cross and C rs:'; major medical insurance, free
life insurance,' optional dental insurance,
)eaye for it and personal, reasons, severance
pay for unused sick -; leave.

A paraprofessional is hired at-Level I with or
without a high school diploma and less than one
full year of college. He may advance to Level
XI with one year of college, to Level III with
two years of college and to Level IV with three
years of college: Advancement .td Level I means
completion, of four years of college and
certlfieation. Each level includes a three step
advancement schedule for years of, service.

In Hartford's COP program there is opportunity
for vertical mobility in instruction and for.
_horizontal and diagonal transfer as need
exists in other fields or work such as guidance
ncl library services.

The Hartford COP project was never able to fully develop

the career lattice described above. Hartford's enrollees

have mostly been involved in elementary education with a few

in secondary education. Hartford COP established more of a

career ladder than a career lattice. Clearly, there was a

. need for extra funding if the entire career lattice was to

be constructed.

The,Bartford Board of Education had entered into a contract

'with the Hartford Paraprofessionals Association, prior to CUP.

This. contract provided many of the professional rights given

j
Hartford teachers and adminisCrators. The -contract also

established the levels of paraprofessional work described' above.
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7 any MC there were-approximate)y 100

partici)ants 5n the Hartford COP'project. These participants

,were paraprofessiona)s in the Hartford Public Schools. Only

a handful of enrollees 'were assigned to secondary schools

with the'ra...ainder serving in elementary schools.
I

Participants attended the University of Hartford for their

formal training. Most classes were-held in the late ..f.ternoon,

evening, as well as during the summer session.

The COP staff consisted of` a Director and a secretary

who actually functioned as an executive assistant. The

individuals presently in these positions have been serving

in their respective capdtities since the program began.

The Director was directly responsible to an Assistant

Superintendent of the Hartford Public Schools and in turn

to the .$11p6intendent and Hartford Board of Education. The

Dean of the Schooa of Education at the University of Hartford

and an Assistant Dean have been responsible for COP

participants' activities at the university. For the first

three years of the program, there was a part-time college

coordinator who assisted COP participants with their univerOity,

program. In 1973 a full-time COP College Coordinator was /

appointed by the University of Hartford. The group marts;
,,.

with coordinating all COP activities was the COP Advisory

Council.

16
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1

A permanent COP Advisory Council wasrformed con fisting

of representatives from the Model Cities Neighborhoods, Bead

Start and Follow Throush Supplementary. Training, the New

Careers Educational.Program, Model Cities Educational Task

Force, the State Department of Education, the University of

Hartford', and the Hartford Board of Education. This council

had a greater than 50t membership from the Mode/1 Cities

Neicjhborhoods, and was responsible for the screening and

selection of applicants. They were also .invOlved in deciding

university course content and advising and evaltiating the COP

program throughout its duration. This was done throughout

the life oil the project by regular monthly meetings. The
-%,,

Advisory council was an outgrowth *of the .COP Steering

Committee which was responsible for the preparation and sub-
.

mission of the 1969 _proposal. The makeup of the Steering

Committee was very similar to and served= as the foundation,

fdr the niembership of the Advisory Council.

Over the last five years the federal grant which supported

Hartford COP has averaged $200,000 per fiscal year. The

bulk of these funds were used to pay tuition,.fees and

ex0ilses of enrollees attending the University of Hartford.

Another substantial amount of these fluids was given directly

to participants as stipends for and while attending summer

school. The ,stipend averaged around $00 per week for the length

I- '17
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of the university sumnsion. "The Connect±cut State

Labor epartm:Alt expended 1.;,etii.on *80,000 and *100,000 per

year over the last five years on the Youth Tutoring Youth

Program attached to Hartford COP. These. funds went to

pay the wages of the student tutors. The Hartford Board.

of Education incurred the expense v the regular school

year salary o£' those paraprofessionals who were also COP

participants. These expenditures totaled between $350, 000

and *500,000 per year They should not be considered t

cost of tkie COP project._

The p jram at the Univerbity of Hartford was cooperatively

devised )5y the Steeling Committee and the Univers3ty of

Hartford School of Education. The acgram began with

remedial and basic skills instruction, which :ere conducted

during the summer of 1970, The program included liberal

arts courses, professional education courses and on the job

training. Enrollees beginning-the,ir study with no previous

college credit could completethe Bachelor of ScienCe progr4,m

in four to five years. The system was designed so that

participants could.comige4le 30credits of work Per year,

inclUding summer study. Enrollees were granted credit for

previous college course work. /11.: the beginning of their

program they were encouraged to make tentative career goal

'selections in terms of three levels of preparati.on:-

R

18
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1. Certificate - 30 credits

2. Associate Deglee cledits

3. Bachelors Drgree - 14k credits

COP participants took al)';,ost all their courses with the-

other regular': undergraduate studepts.
ee'

Reoruitr;.cnt of pixieipants was handled by the Steering

Committee and Advisory CoUnci of COP. The Advisory Council

and Director were responsible for the final selection of
\

participants. There was an e=ffort to recruit a substantial;

number of veterans and a representative number of Spanish- '\,

speaking personnel. With the exception of veterans, the

greatest .source of recruits was the large pool of already

employed paraprofessionals. Guidelines were set for the

selection of participants. The individual was to be:

1) a paraprofessional Orking' in the Hartford schools, 2)

a resident of the city, of Hartford, 3) a "high risk" (see

below), 4) interested `in working with minority students,

5) highly motivated, G) committed to the program. "High Risk"

people were defined by national COP as "people who by reason

of academic record, family backgrdund and a history of acting

J
but. their resentment of their life condit i.ons in juvenile

delinquency, crime, drugs., and alcoholism, have never found

the opportunity for constructive growth Or self realization.

Through co;:' they can get the chance tO develop their full'

potential.". Veterans were high priority participants for

COP because "they represent one of the most valuab"D,e man-

powers resources in the United States today, particularly in

19



human services. Their service experience gives veterans

i)readth,depth, discipline and leadership dualities.

Moreover, male veterans from low income backgrounds 'can

help fill the void caused by the absence of a Wile image

in the experiences of ITaly low income ,youngsters" An

analysis of all individuals that partiCipated in COP is

presented in the majOr section.

There has bejln one formal evaluation of the Hartford

COP project prior to the present study. In 1972 the

Abt Associates of Boston, Massachusetts conducted a number

of interviews with personnel involved in the project. Two

major problems were identified:by this evalu'ation: 1) the

need for a full time COP College Coordinator to provide

supportive services to partiCipants, and 2) the need for

release time from their paraprofessional duties for

participants to fulfill their academic responsibilities.

Youth Tutoring Youth '(YTY) has been an auxiliary enter-

prise of the COP project. In this program, high school

students were recruitea and trained to tutor elementary

students. The YTY program has been run each school year and

summ4 for the past five years. The program was operated

at -fotr centrally located scholls and each had fifteen to

twenty tutors and a corresponding number of tutees. The

program was conceived as the first step in the educattion

career lattice. COP funds provided salaries for -the/ four

20
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center supervisors a well as monies f:or materials and

supplies. The YTY program was not evaluated as a pdrt
..

of this evaluation.

/

21
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CATWER OPPORTUNITLUS PR9GRA71 yARTICIPA1:TS
/

Over thy past five years Uartford COP has enrolled a

total of one-hundred anct thirty-!four individuals. As'participants

graduated or left the program they were replaced by other

eligible paraprofessionals from the Bartford'Irubl-ie-2Sclioo-1----1

System. Each year, the number of enrollees was approximately

one-hundred.

The age of COP participants has ranged from twenty to

fifty-nine with a mcan of thirty-five and one-half years.

This was their average age at he-time of entering COP, which

in most%eases was June, 1970.
,--

Of the one-hundred and thirty-four persons in the progfram,,

one-hundred and seventeen have been female 0750 and seventeen

have- been- male (13%) .

The program has had ninety.-:six Black female participants,

eleven Spanish-speaking females, and ten White females; .:0There

have been sixteen Black males and one Spanish-speaking male
,

enrolled. Of the seventeenmales that 'have been participalits,

twelve were veterans.

1

was approximately one semester of college credit or 13.5 credit.

Six of the participants had not obtained a high school diPlomas/

prior to COP. Another forty-five enrollees had received I
-

The'mean education of participants prior to entering COP

high'School diploma but had no college experience before the /-

program began. Only one participant completed 'the equivalent

2 2
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of three years of ...coil egc ecluca tion le three. other

participants had finished between two and throe years of College.

The,majority of COP enrollees had completed between Ze)0 and

atirty credits of coliegv course work prior to COP.

The total sample or one -hundred and thirty-four indiViduals,

who have at some time been enrolled in COP, can be divided into

three sub-samples:

b gra m.

B. Those who graduated from the program.

C. Those who are still enrolled in the program.

*Left the Program

A. There have been thirty--seven individuals who left the

COP program. The following reason,s_were given for their departure:

T of Participants

4

4

3

3-

2

Re aSon

Dropped by Advisory Council ---

Heallth .

.Mov(W!

Persdlial

Left cmPloy of Hartford Public
Sdhools

Financial constraints

Continue education

Leave of absence

Language barrier

Returnito military

Course work too difficult

Religious conflict

Retired



(

The average age of this group was 33.5 years These
-)

37 participants completed a mean level of-educaticT of 25.7

college credits. Include'a in thi5-, is a 5.6 credit 'mean education

prior to entering COP, -indicating that those enrollees

completed a litt)e Llore,than one :seinester of collogestudy

while 'active COP participants.

Twenty one Black females, 7 Spanish-speaking females and

2 White females have left the program. This represents 26%

of those- females who began the program.

1 Spanish-cTeaking male have left COP.

of the males who began the program. IA

Aix

This

Black males and

repre.seRts 41t-

addition, these figures

indicate that 6,Th of the Spanish-speaking participants first

enrolled have left COP._

Graduated

There have _been 26 graduates from the Hartford COP project,

They have all.receiveda Bachelor, of Science -(B.S.) in Education-

degree from the University of Hartford. These 26' included 18"

Black females and 4 White females, or a total of 19% of the

females who began the program. Four -Black m;:tles have graduated,

from the project, representing 24% of the 17 males who began COP. ,

The average age of this group, /at entrance into COP, was

,
35.9 yclars. The pr ior education o f graduates was between

and three semesters of college :st dy_or40.3 credits.
-,

Of this group, 18 (69%) are presently teaching'in

Hartford Public Schools. Pour, others 'ere

the

twO

June 1975 graduates.

a
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who anticipate employment. in 4iartgord but: as yet have no

definite plans. One graduate is presently teaching in

GlastonLcury, Connecticut, while another is employed in a

flartford area industrial firm. trhe whereabouts of the remain-

ing member of this group is,unlalown.

Pour of these participants received hongrs upon their

graduation, including 2 cum laudes, 1 magna cum laude and 1

summa cum laude. In addition six of the COP graduates have

'begun graduate istudy while maintaining their full-time teaching

positions,
i

-.--

6rently Enrolled 'Nr

As bf June 1975, 71 participants were still" enrolled in
ti .

the COP project. Twelve of these indiViduals havt a good chance

of graduating with a 13. S. degree by the -end of the program,

(August'1975): This depends on the successful completion of

their summer studies and would bring the total number of

graduates to 38. Another 12 participants are within one

semester to one year of completing their B.S. program.- The

following table summarizes the present status of the 71 remaining

'participants.

of Participants present Status

12 Anticipated graduation, August, 1915

12 Completed 3 to 4 years of college

26 Completed 2.tO 3 yeaks'of college

17.,
Completed_l.to 2 years of college

4
Completed less than 1 year of college
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The average age of this group was 36.6 years old, at

entrance into COP. Their prio :. education was an average of

7.8 gollege credits or approximately one half a semester..

Of this group, 5 participants have been awarded ui

associate degree.

The following table sumMarizes some'of'the previous

information.

......

Total,
Sample

Left Still
EnrolledCOP Graduated

Black Females

-. .Spanish-Sp ngeaki Females.

White Females

Black Males

Spanish-Speaking Males

TOTALS

-. N"1Percent of Total

Mean Education Prior to
COP (imicollege credits)

Mean Agcat Entrance into
COP

96

11

10

16

1

134

,., T,

13.5

35.6

21

7
,

2

6

1

. 37

28%

5.6

33.5

18

0

4

4

0

'26*

19t*

.0.3

35.9

57

4

"4.

6

0

71.

53f6

7.8

36.6

* Anticipated August 1975 graduation of 12 more participants
would yield a total of 38 graftates or 28% of all participants.

'26
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PRLSENTATION OP DATA AMY ANALYSIS
,

A. Procedure

The (.0.7qslionnaire and attitude survey, both proviovsly

s--

d'escribea,madL-r-fif> the- instrument by which data was gathered
.

from respondents.

The-vast majority of instruments Were distributed to

'Hartford Public School:employeas through the office of Mr.

Robert Nearine, .Director of Research and Evaluation, Hartford

Public Schools.. The completed instruments were returned-through

school principals to Mr. Nearine's office. Questionnaires

and surveys coMpltedby University of Hartford faculty were

distributed and collected through the 6iti6e of Dean Irving

Starr, School of Education. All.completed.instruments were

forwarded to the Educational Resources and Development Center

for analysiS.
.

Respondents were asked to identify their role in the

jroj'ect as:

PARTICITANT.

1. Presently enrolled Cooperating teacher
or'

2. Graduate 5. School Principal
or'

3.0 No longer enrolled 6: University Faculty

In addition, .some'selepted administrative personnel were

asked to complete the entire instrument. These inclu -d the

,zCOP Director, IHE Coordinator, the Dean and Assistank Dean,

27
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of the JZIIE - School-of rducation, and public school central

office administrators.

Mean scores and percentages were cal-culated for the

.

total pppulation and most sub-groups. Two sub-youps, no
4

16Agur enrollcd OP participants (1=3) and administrative

staff.(5), wer'e considered too small for separate analysis.

The returns of both groups are included the total population

.-

scores.

a

2S
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D. Sample

describes

it of in

the respondent sample;

# of instruments Percent

The fol.lowing table

Sub-Group Scnt out completed return

Participants 84 65 77%
Presently Enrolled '46
Graduate 16
No Longer Enrolled 3

Coopcfrating Teachers 90 4(0i 44%

School PrindiPals 29 19 65

University Faculty 32 15 '47%

Administrators 6 5 83%

TOTAL POPULATION 241 .144 60%*
l

The length of the instrument (12 pages) may have had a.-

detrimental effect o the number and percentage of returns.

In addition, University faculty received the instrument at .the

close of the spring semester, which may have reduced the number

of returns.

Twenty-four instruments were returned unanswered. Most of '

these were from, cooperating teachers and university faculty, who

fe3t they were not in a position to take part in the evaluation.

The most frequently stated reason for not completing the

questionnaires was tlat the individual's involvement with (and/or

knowledge of.) COP was very limited.

* Counting tLe 24 additional unanswered but returned instruments,
the rate of return increases to 70 percent.

29
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C. ou6stions,aire

The first part of the information gathered -from

respondents was their completion of a seven part A-G)

questionnaire. The directions which respondents received to

complete each section, are presented with the data.
....4.,

Items',have beenarran. ged-to reflect their mean score
- -

ranking./ Powever, each--i-tem has retained its original item
,

number. Please note that respondents were often asked to

complete two tasks in ansvcring some parts of the queptionnaire.

A discussion follows-each of the seven parts. In the

discussions, the data are summarized, and inter-item and/or

sub-group diffei:ences are highlighted.

Mean scores are given for the total population response

to each part, whileAppendix A (Parts' A -F) contai0 mean

scores by sub- group.

30



HARTFORD COP EVALUATIO:: QUESTI=NAIRE

PART A:

Certain characteristics have been identified as evidencing
successful COP progra. Please circle the relative weight
as determiners of success which should be given to the
staLements below. Add others which you feel to be
measures; of success. 'Also, circle the E for those
evident in youi- project.

25

appropriate-
which were

No .Little Aoderate
Weight Weight Weight

Great
Weight

Very Great

1 3

Item fl*

4. COP program has provided a vehicle
for the upward mobility of aides.

4

-Mean
Score**

_Weight

A .

Percent ihdicatinc
item was evident
in Hartford COP

4.5 41%

.1. COP participants show strong
motivation- to continue in the
program and become teacher.s.- 4,3 57%

2. COP participants .have a positive-
professional view of themselves. 4.2 48t

8. COP grogram has resulted-in gains
for lo-income and minority students
in their learning, behavior,
attitudes, and4'aspirations. 4.1 29%

.3. COP parcticipantS' are representativ'e
of the minority population. 4.0. 4'2%

6. COP program has caused existing
personnel to be trained for new
roles. 3.6 31%

.1)5. COP program has. caused changes in
fbe-waychoois have utilized
per 3.5 35%

9. COP program has caused changes in
the organization and structure of
the Public Schools. 3.3- 2O

7. COP program has resulted in changes
in other prepartion, programs
within the rsity. 3.2 16%

I
*ltems have been arranged to relect their mean sore ranking.
**Patt A of Appendix Ashows mean scores by sub-group.
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1.),;seuss)o;, of Qu...stionnaire: Part A

Part A was ceLtpluted 1,s, all the groups previously duserjbod.

It asked le:+onduhts to indiCate the weight they would assign

to each Of nine items as determiners of a successful COP

program'.

All nine items received mean scores of moderate or greater

weight. Items 4, 1, and 2, which were ranked first, second

and third respectively, reflect the relationship between COP

and its participants- The effect of COP en students (item e8)

was ranked fourth most important. It was also felt that COP

participants should be. representative of the minority population

(item V3). All of the above were given -Mcan scores of great

to very-great weight..

Items 6, 5, 9, and 7 were considered of secondary ilit17jortance

and received slightly lower scores than the,above. These items

were representative of the effect COP has on established

institutions and practices such as personnel training and

utilization, school organization and university-teacher prepara-
,

tion programs. These four items received scoresof moderate

to great weight.

Differing from the mean, university faculty felt that the

most critical item in gauging success should be the resulting

gains for low income and minority students (item U.3).

University faculty also'rated item changes in preparation

programs within the university, much higher than other. `groups.

32



School principals, com.varatiVely, ranLd items 5, 7,8, and 9

much lower. Item 9, changes in the organization and structure

-
of the public schools; as scored by school principals,

received the lowest score in th-i.s part of the questionnaire.

In COP participants and graduates scored all items

with a greater weight than did the other three groups. All

groups saw items G, 5, 9 and 7 as being least important-as

determiners of success.

Respondents were also asked to indicate which of these

.elementswere present in Hartford COP. Responses to this

section were very limited, indicating the possibility that many

'respondents failed to recognize this second task of Part A.

In general, those items ranked as 16ast important as determiners

of success were also found to be less evident in the Hartford

COP project. Item V8 which referred to student gains is

the one determiner of success whose rank order of importance

did i?ot match its evidence in Hartford. This probably inacates

the problems` of measuring those gains.
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MATFWAID COP EVAMMTION OUSTIONNAIRE

PP.RT

Please circle t imp ortance to you, of the COP goals listed
below. Also, indicate your perception of the achievement of
each goal in your project.

28

None Little Modeate Great

Item i;*

1. To provide education for indigenous,
low-income people who previously
lacked the means, so as to enable
them to advance to aAevel at which
they feel comfortable, with the
ultiMate possibility of graduating
as a professional teacher.

2.. To successfullST establish a career
lattice" -Ulan so as to proVide both
the experience and acadellic training
necessary to enable people from low-
income areas to enter the field.

6. To establish through the COP program
a new source of teachers who, as a
result of being indigenous to the
area, will serve as models to the
students and who will be better
equipped (through familiarity with

- local problems) to meet existing
needs.

4. To assist,teacherS, through the use
of indigenous supportive personnel,
in developing the ability to engage
in an honest dialogue ith urban
youth, adults and with other per-
sonner working with city residents.

Very Great
5

Mean Scores **

Goal Goal
Importance Achievement

4.6 4.1

4.6 4.0

4.4 3.8

4.1 f 3.7

*Items have been arranged to reflect their meakore ranking.

**Part 13 of Appendix A shows mean scores by sub-grOup,4,
.,,
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PART B: continued

29.

None Little Moderate --Great VclEy 'Creat

Item

3. To improve school-comMunity
relations by involving, members of
the target community in making
decisions about and in the
Operation-of the program.

w.

7. T ro bi»g about change in the
pre-service Teacher. Preparation
programs.

5.. To maintain and expand the
present Youth Tutoring Youth
Program which serves as the first
stop on the Career. Lattice, and
wilil l-hopefully motivate young-
stdrs -into entering the field of
education by providing ez,rly
goals which are attainable and
a partial source of income.

,

3 5/

Mean Scores**

Goal
Importance

Goal
Achievemet

4.1 3.6

4.1 3.G

4.0 3.2
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Discussion of Questionnaire: Part

Part 13 was completed by all of the groups previously

'described. Respondents were asked to 'rate the importance and

achievement of seven goals of COP. These seven 'goals mere

extracted from the original statement of objective i in the

1969 Hartford COP proposal..

Respondents scored all seven goals as great to Very great_:

in importance. The emphasis was obviously on the participant.

Those items which were scored the <highest (U. and 2)., deal

0

directly with- what COP does for its partiCipats. The lowest

ranked goals (and yet still with great importance scor'es)

were those which might be considered indirect benefits of COP

(i. e. improve school-community relations, /effect on teacher

-preparation programs, maintain and expand the Youth Tu4or4ng________:..

Youth program). /
The sample saw Hartford's goal achievement in the sam'e

rank order as that of goal importahce. /Again, those items

dealing with COP as a means for indigenous and low income

people- to advance themselves were vieWed as having the greatest

success. Moderate to great -scores viere given the other goals

of influencing students, teachers, the community and the

university.
I

The goal importance sections produced a great deal of

agr.e.epent among the sub-groups. Agreement was especially

hijh on items 01 and if2 which were ranked as greatest in

/
importance and achievement. In all groups, for all items, goal

importance was at least at' the gieat importance level.

30 `'i I.
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COP participants.and graduates genoral)y ranked all goals

higher in importance than did cooperating teac16rs, 5.,ehuol

principals, and university faculty.-

Likewise, the latter three groups perceived Hartford

COP's goal achievement a less than that perceived by

participants and graduates. The difference between these two

combined groups was approximately that of a moderate score

compared to a great score. All groups saw the 16ast achieve-

ment in item 45, the maintenance and expansion of the Youth

Tutoring Youth program-.

37
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nARTPORU COP EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

PART Ct

A_goal of COP is to bring about change as a result - Of its
activities. Please circle the ,extent of the prbgramk

'impact on the items bc]ow."

No Little Moderate Great Very Great
Impact Impact impact Impact Impact

. . ------
1 2

Item f*

3 4.
,! P. 5

-Mean Score **

5. Participants 4,2

1. Pupils 3.8

12. 'Methods of instruction 3.8

-11, Classroom Organization 3,8

7. University 3J3

13, In-service training 3.7

4. Parents 3.7

G. Community 3.7

10. Public Schools 3.7

2. Teachers 3.6

8. Teachei Certification 3.5

9. Admissions Standards 3.4

3. Administration 3.4

14. Legislation 2.9

*Items have been arranged to reflect their mean, score.ranl:ing.
**Part C of Appendix A shows mean scores by sub group.
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Discussjon of NeFtionnaire: Part C

Part C i as completed by all groups previously described.

It asked respondents to indicate their perceptions of the

impia,ct of COP program has had.

The results substantiate the thought that: HartfordCOV's

greatest impact has been on its participants. Secondly, it

has had a more than moderate impact on those people, institutions:

and processes that participants have come in direct contact

with. Lastly, they have had less impact on legislation relating

to teacher preparation. The impact appears to decrease as

one gets further away from the daily work of participants.

In general, cooperating teachers, school principals and `
.

university faculty saw the impact -of COP as less than that

perceived by COP participants and graduateS. On t.,11!..: other

hand, few sub-group scores dipped below the moderate impact

level. All groups saw the greatest impact as that on the

participant (item,ff5), while .all groups' saw legislation (item

014) as the least affected by COP. University faculty, COP

participants and graduates viewed the prograni as having a

great impact on inservice training (item but cooperating

teachers and school principals saw only a Moderate impact

on this subject. COP graduates gave scores slightly lower

than COP participants in almost all items. Likewise, school

principals pereeived,the impact oc COP as somewhat le'ss than

that c=ind by cooperati;,g teachers.

39
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HARTFORD COP EVALMTION QUESTIONNAIRE

P71:1.1` -1) :

An.anticil,ated product of COP is positive impact on pups
interaction with OP p.lrticipants. Please circle the deqr.en
to which the prc.:tenc of. a COP Trainee or COP traim-d teacher
has had such a positive effect.

No Little
Effect .Effect

1

Moderate
- Effect

3.

3.4

, Great Very Great
.Effect ---....

rJ

-Mean Score**

\
COP COP Trained

Item V* . -Trainee Teacher__

4. Improved se1f711.(g-

8. Improved educational aspirations

Improved ih7. socialization
classroom

J. Improved attitude toward school

2. Reduction in discipline
problems

. 6. Improved school grades

5. Improved schopl attendance

.1. Improv-ed performance on
achievement 'tests.

i

3.9 4.3
1

1

3.7 4.2 b

3,7 4

3.7 4-0

3,6. 4.0

3.4' 3.8

3.3 3.8

3.3 3.7

/
*itch. have been arranged to . .ect their mean score ranl:ing.

'**Part D of Appendix A shows mc,.11 scores by sub-group.
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DiScussion of Questiohnaire: Part 1)

Part D was completyd by all groups previously destribed-

A very small perc6ntage of university faculty completed

this part and therefore no separate analysis of their scores

appears in Appendix A - Part D. This part was concerned with

4
t)e impact Hartford COP has had on pupils.-

The scores for COP Trainees (parapmfessionaI) ranged -.

between moderate to great effect, with highest scores given

to what may be called affective gains (i.e., self-image;

Apirations, socialisation 'and attitude toward school). Rated

below these were the more cognitive outputs of grades and

.achie.Ciement test results, as well go th-8.preas of discipline'U
and attendance. Overall, COP Trained 'Teachers were found to

have slightly greater impact on pupils than COP Trainees.

The diT.ference between Trained Teachers and Trainee- (approximately

+.4) was very stable over all items. The eijht items were

ranked in. the same order for both Trainees and Trained Teachers.

Cooperatac-he-r-g-sistentl saw both Trainees and

Trained Teachers as having less of an effeet than that stated

by other groups. School principals generally scored the impact
f.

f

higher than cooperating teachers and yet lower than COP

participants-and graduates. Interestingly, school principals'

scored COP Trained. Teachers considerably higher than they did

,COP Trainees, COP graduates saw very little difference between

1
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Trainess and Trained Teachers. Howevel, COP participants

viewed TrZlined. Teachers as definitely having a greater effect

pn pupil behavio:. With the exception of cooperating teacher

scores for impact on qrades, test scores and attendance, all

other scores showed COP having approximately a moderate to

great effevet.

C

a
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DARWFORD COP EVALUATION QUESTIWNAIRE

PART E:

People have identUied many different attributes of a COP
program. Please circle your judgemcknt as to whether the
condition should exist as .a result of the COP program and
as to whether the condition actually gxists in your,project.

Pot at To a Little To a Moderate To a Large To a Very
All Extent Extent -a-tent- Large Extent

1 2 a 4

Mean.Scores**

Item #* Should Actually
Exist Exists

9. Training of talented people who
would otherwise not be trained.

1. Pupils receive more individualized
help.

10. Provides the children with a persbn
with whom they' can identify.

3. Teachers are helped to provide.
a greater variety of activities.

8. Results in better use of timein
classroom.

. COP participants are able to relate
theory to actual situations.

7. Makes teaching more rewarding.,

2. Teachers are relicyed of non-teaching
jobs.

5. Teachers have more time for planning.

6. Teachers relate better to the
neighborhood.

pww

4,6 4.3

4.5 A.1

4.4 4.1

4.4 3.8

4.4 . 3.8

4.1 3.8

4.1 3.7

4.1 3.4

4.1 3.4

4.0 3.4

*Items have been arranged to reflect their mean score ranking.

**Part E of Appendix A showS.mean scores by sub-group.
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Dinennsion of Questionnaire: Part

All groups, except University i :acuity, completed/ this

part of theyutstioLnair,-. It dealt with attribut s of a

COP program that ref.pondents felt should exist a*/1 djd exist

in Hartford. //

In the "should existucateccry, all ten items received a

iiselan score which indicated tiLt each was considered an ideal

attribute to a COP program. The highest scored items related

to COP's influence on itJ participants, the pupils they come,/
'in contact with, and the classrooms they work in. These items

were rated above those which related to COP's influence on

the classroom teacher. However, as previously noted, all items

were given a score that indicated they should exist to a large

extent.

All scores in the "actually exists" column were lower !than

those in6he "should exist" column. This represents the

differrence between the ideal and the4-eal and is somewhat

. predictable. The "actual existence "rank order of items almost

mirrored the "should exis rrabking. Again, the training of

these special personnel and their positive effect on pupils

were ranked higher than improved classroom operation and

influence on teachers.

Among the various sub-groups there was general agreement

on the ideal aspect of all the attributes. Cooperating teachers

and school principals basically scored all items lower than
0
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did COP participaDU; and graduates. )teM 4, 6 and 7 stated

that COP particip,thts ale able to relate theory to actual

situations, teachers have more time for planning and teachers

_relate better to L1 neighborhood. These three items were

found to be the ones most clearly separating the two combined

groups described above.

As for the actual existence of these attributes in the

Hartford COP project, again, cooperating teachers and school

principals gave lower scores than did COP participants and

graduates. The former groups showed their most agreement

_-
with the latter on those items dealing with, the training of

-talented -people who would otherwise not be trained (49) and

their influence on the pupils (41 and 410)., -Note that all

groups scored all items as (?;.:isting to at least a moderate

.extent.

45
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I
::11lARTFON)CO LVA3,UATION ()LEr,T10:4;RE

PART P:

Please circle thr.! degrre of acceptability of each .provision
below.

Moderate Very great
None Li__tt) e Degree Degree -a DecreeD r De Great Degree

- - - - _ _ _:. _ .

1 2 3 4
r
.)

Item V* Mean Score**

2. Acceptability of. COP participants
as aides; a. to facUlty

b. to administration
c. to parents
d. to pupils

4.2
4.3

4

4. Acceptability ofvCOP graduates as
teachers; a. to faculty 4.2

b. to adrministration 4.3

c. to 2arents 4.4

d. to pupils 4.4

1. Acceptability of teacher aides,
generally; a. to-iaculty 4,0

b. to administration 4.2
C. to parents 4.3

-40
d. to pupils 4.4

J. Acceptability of career- lattice
concept; a. to faculty 3.9

b. to administration 4.3

C. to parents 4.1

d. to pupils 4.1

3. Acceptability of COP participants
assiscant teachers;

a. tgisfaculty 3:7
b. to-administratiOn 3.9

c..to parents 4.1
d. to pupils 4.3

*Items have been arranged to show their moan score ranking.

**Part F of Appendix Is shows mean scores by sub group.
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Discussionn of Ou,!stionnairf.: Part F

Part: F writ; completed by all groups previonsly described,

except university faculty. This section attempts to ascertain

the acceptability of COP personnel and ideas.

For each provision, COP and/or its participants seemed

to be most acceptable to pupils, followed by;parents, then

athninistration and lastly faculty. The acceptability of

COP participants as aides and COP graduates as teachers had

the highest scores. The acceptability of COP participants

t,)
as assistant I -eachers received the lowest mean scores. now-

ever, almost all items received mean scores indicating a

great to very great degree of acceptability.

COP graduates saw greater acceptability of these

provisions, than any other group. Otherwise, differences

among the groups were relatively minor. The one exception tp

the above was the school priisaioals view of provision 3a,

(the acceptability of COP participants as assistant teachers,

to faculty) ; this was the only provision rated as moderate.
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HARTFORD COP EVALUATION OUEST3ONNA3RE

PART G:

A significant expectation for each COP grog am is the presence
of a career lattice relating incremental 3evels of training,
responsibi3ity and salary. Indicate the presence ,in your
project of the following characteristics of Career lattices.

Item V* Item

9. Hualth Ti-Isurance and other fringe
benefits included

Percent Indicating
Item Prosence**

98%

7. Salaries scaled to be commensurate
with training levels 90%

5. Increased classroom responsibilities
keyed to successive levels-of
training 90%

6. buties-at all levels are appropriate
to teache- trainees -83%

2. Career 1Fttice developed under
COP prpj ct 69%

10. Non COP trainees are eligible for

career lattice

11.. Opportunitisgs for continuing,work
status at levels below teacher for
trainees" not continuing COP 62%

1. Career lattice in place Prior to
beginning of COP project 57%

12. The pub3ic-schools are committed
to continuing czireer lattice after
COP is completed

3. .Carcer lattice significantly modifie

57%

as a result of COP project 53%

4. Position titles through several
levels of training to teacher 53%

8. Salaries scaled to position titles 53%

*Items have been arranged to reflect their ranking.

,**Percent of those responding to, this section, N=58

48
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Discus; ion of Ouesti&Inaire: Part G
ti

\
Part to bc-eompleted by all groups except university

faculty. However, a fairly. small percentage (65%) of those

eligible, actually rGsponded to this section. As is indicated,

the reported percentages for each item were calculated on the

-basis of those who responded ih any way to this part of the

questionnaire.

Part G asked respondents to indicate the presence in

Hartford COP,- of a nulaber of characteristics of career lattices.

Those items most often indicated reflect the contractual

elements of the COP and paraprofessional program in Hartford

(salaries and fringe benefits) . In addition, the items

wererelating to the hierarchy of., duties and responsibilities Were

also considered as in evidence. Sixty-nine percent-of the

respondents .indicated that the career lattice was developed

under the COP project and this was confirmed by the COP Director.

Responses to the other questions about .the career lattice,,

its scope and its continuance were 'favorably reported by 53%

to 62% of those responding.

Some of the,confusion, in response to this Section, most

likely relates to the fact that all Hartford's paraprofessionals

work under a negotiated contract, which includes many career

ladder concepts. Therefore, these provisions may not have

.been-considered unique to the COP projea.

A very small number of cooperating teachers and school

principals completed Part G. The sample of 58 is therefore most

representative of COP participantS and graduates
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5.). Attitude Surv_a

44

The second piece of informaan gathered from. respondents

was their opinions on 52 items relating to COP. This

attitude survey Was completed by all sub-groups Previously

,described, yit:lding an /1 of 144., The as tual 14 for the

individual.items ranged from 119 to 140. Percentages have

been calculated op the basis of each item's respective

saniple size. Responses are displayed in pexc.ntagei., for

the five opinion choices on each item.

The survey items have been grouped into thr:e categories:

inputs, process and products. Similar items in each of

these categories are arranged together for coMparison.

Original item numbers have been retained.

A discussidn follows each of the three categories of

items. In the discussions, the data are summarized, and
;."

interim anclor sub-group differences are highlighted.

Appendix 13 presents the sub-group responses to the fifty--two

items.

50
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HARTFORD COP EVALUAT30:1 ATTITUDr sukerY

_Please circle the -response consistent with your view of the

Hartford Carcur Opportunities Program.

-Strongly Questionable or 'Strongly

Agree Ar-oe -- No Opinion . Disagree Disagree
... .. . __.

... .... . ......_ _

SA A ? DA ----S152i----

Responses in -Percentages

Item V Item SA A ? DA SDA

20. Community participation and in-
volvement were effectively in-

dluded'in COP.

,25. The Public Schools provided
adequate released time for COP
participants to continue their -
academic studies. 7 36 30 19

6 28 54 11 1

1. The Public Schools have supported
COP with sufficient resources.. 12 43 37 4 4

10. The COP Director and Staff. --

demonstrated effective leader-
'Ship the program. 30 36 31 3 0

41. COP participants were on a com-
parable level with other students
at the University. .

33. COP participants were able to
demonstrate adequate teaching
skills.

11 40 32 15 2

11 64. 20 4 1

30; Most of the participants,assumcd
the responsibility for designing
their own academic program with-
in the University requi

c

ments. 4 21 40 27 8

51
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Item ?i item

16. Cooperating teachers had more
effect on mo:aifyinc:; partticipant.s
teaching than the courses tal:en
by the participants.

-13., Cooperating teachers provided
adequate models of teaching
skills.

21. Cooperative Teaqhers facilitated
communication between partici-
pants and principals.

.

14. The school principal facilitated
the success of COP.

17. The evaluation feedback from the
principals to the participants
was an effective component of
the program.

18. University faculty were inter-
ested in and helpful to COP,
participants,

15. University, faculty geared their
instruction to the needs of the
participants. 8

29. Adequate guidance and counseling
was available to participants
through COP or University staff.

7. Cooperating teachers and
University supervisors provided
constructive evaluation to
participants.

46

Responses in Percentages

SA A DA SDA

14 .22 L42- 19 3

16 ,.58 21 2

10 32 '48 6 4

16 36 43 5 r 0

10' 24 59 5 2

15 41 3,4 6 4

10 31 39 18 2 .

10 38 37 11 4

7 45 33 10 5
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DiScussion of "Input" ]tems;

-..\Thej..first xteem items

groupc; in the COP project.
,

4 Item 20 staled that-eolcimunity.particil3ation and invOlve-

,--

mcnt we e effectively included in COP. The majority (54%)

47-

represented the inputs of variov.s
1

of respondents had no opinion as to this statement. However,

of thoseresponding more agreed '(34t) than disagreed (12-%).

_Among the sub-groups, only COP participants had a majority

(58%) in agreement wih the iteirt.

Items 25 and 1 were concerned with the inputs of the

Public Schools. A. plurality (43%) agreed that adequate

release time was given COP participants, while an additional

27 percent disagreed with item 25. In greErtest agreement

with this item were school principals (73%) . The most dis-

agr'eement came from University faculty (44%) followed by CO]?

graduates (39%) and COP participants (38%). 'The majority (55%)-*

agreed that the Public School have supported COP with

suffici. It resources (item ii1). Disagreement with this item

was minimal, with 67 percent of school principals-having no

opinion.

Item 10 dealt with the effective leadership of the COP

-Direetor,and Staff. A majority of 66, percent agreed that

efiecti've leadership had been demonstrated. Only cooperating
.44

teachers (71%) had no opinion. COP participants and

graduates were 93 percent and 84 percent in agreement. No

sub-group disagreed with the statement.
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items 41, 3'3 and 30 were rc:lated to the activities of

COP participants: The majorit,, q510 of al) respondents felt

that COP'particiant s Welt?, on .a compa.table level with other

StUd:JDtS at the university (item v.42 ). Bowevex, the 19ority

(55%) V
University lacu)ty Asagreed with this statement ehd

both cooperating tea:hers and schovl-principals had do opinion.

Agreement was strong from both CPP participants (76%) and 'COP

graduates (77%). Item 33 stated that COP participants were

able to demonstrate adequate -teaching skills. Seventy-five

percent (75%) of the respondents agreed. with this item. No

group clifiagreed with the item, while school pr.i.nc.:i4als Shp.a.

. .

no opinion. Item 30 stated'that most of the participants

assOmed the responsibility for qesigning their gwn acadethig

program within University requirements. A plurality (40%)

of respondents had no opinion on this item, with 25 percent

agreeing and 35 percent Ilisagcpeing School*prin4pals and

cooperating teachers both had no opinion. COP participants

COP graduates (50%) and university faculty (56%) all

registered disagreement. However, an additional 42 percent

of -COP graduates and 38 percent of COP participants agreed

with item 30.

Items 16, 31 and 21 dealt with the inputs of cooperating

teachers. Pluralities with no opinion was the response to

both items 16 and 21. When asked whether cooperating teachers

had ).ore effect on participants than atademic courses,

54.
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,31t of the COP participantfl agreed and 40Z disagre-d. 46

percent of COP graduates agreed and 31 percent di!;ay;(-(41.

its 21 credited co:.,pe;ating teachers with facilitating

emmunica Lion b:,ten par ti cipants and principals.

plurality ,(48';.) of all rusl)ondents had no opinion on this

r statement. Again, as in item 1G, cooperating teachers,

schoc principals and university faculty all registered no

opinion. -The only group registering a' majority was COP

graduates, 54, percent of whom agreed with the statement. Ttem

13 stated that cooperating teachers provided adequate nodels

of teaching skills. Unlike thd prior two items, 74 percent

of respondd'nts ac .eeCtiwiCh this item. ,All sub-groups had

.a ma)ority in -agreement except university faculty, with 50°

percent having no opinion. ado group had greater than 8 per-

: cent in disagreement.

Item 14 and 17 were concerned with school principal's

role in the COP project. Item 14 was a general statement which

credited school principals with facilitating the success of

66p. Pifty-two -percent of the respondents were iri agrement

11:,i.th this statement. A majority of all groups agreed with

the statement except university faculty, who regiStered no .

wopinion (88%). Disagreement with this item was minimal.

17 stated that eva3uation feedback from the principals
I

to the participants was an effective e-component of the program.

4,7
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V

Fifty-nine percent of resp,indents had DO opinion on this

statement. COP participants (41t) and COP graduates ('16 )

showed agreemt-nL c:jth the item, while the other three groups

had m,Ajorities with no opinion. An additional 30 percent of

COP participants djsagreed with this statement. Items18 and

15 were related to the inputs of university faculty. Item

18 stated that university faculty were interested in and

helpful to COP piirticipants. Fiftix percent of-the sample

agreed with the statement and only ten percent disagreed.

Cooperating teachers and school principals had no opinion

on this subject.

item 15 credited university 'faculty with gearing their

instruction to the needs of the participants. A plurality

(41%) agreed with this, and another 20 percent .disagreed.

,Again, cooperating teachers and school principals had no

opinion. COP participants had 41 percent in agreement and

30 pcxcent disagreeing, while COP graduates had the opposite,

30 percent agreeing and 46 percent in disagreement. University

faculty had 82 percent in agreement with,this item.

Item 29 found a 48 percent plurality agreeing that adequate

. guidance and counseling was available to participants, through

COP or university staff. The majorities of -COP participants

(7M,), COP graduates (67%) and university faculty (GO%) were

in agreement with this item. However, cooperating teachers

(74(0 and school principals (78%) registE:red no opinion. on

the item. Disagreement ranged from 11 percent to 25 percent

of the sub-group responses.

a6



Item 7 had a majority of 52 percent in agreement that

cooperating teachers and university spL)crvisors providml

constructiv0.- evaluation to participants. As in item 29,

cobperating teache,rs a:;, school principals had po_ppinion on

the item, in contrast to COP participants, graduates and

university faculty who all agreed with ,the statement.

Disagreement. with item 7 ranged from 11 percent to 20 percent

of ;the sub-group responses.
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livreontacivn

VIA SDAItem P 7 t cm

Respwp.-:os

SA A

PROCESS

2. COP was a well organized progrvm. 24. 40 26 8 2

3: All participating Irroupl, were
given the oppc)rtunity to
participate in the identificatioW
jpf general and specific goals
and priorities of COP. 16 34 40

4. The scrccning and selection of
participants' was in keeping with
COP goals. 12 39 .39 7 3

44. Participants did not have an
adequate voice in the adminis-

, tration and functioning of COP. 6 17 58 17 2

C. ,There was effective communication
between participants and COP

ystaff. 19 42 24 11 4

9. If a 'participant had a problem,-
he/she knew the proper channels
to go through. 20 36 31 11 2,

5. The idea and existence of a career
lattice was never clearly under-
stood by all participating groups., 8 25 39 23 5

*):;- The career lattice was a motivating .

-force for participants. 10 Si 30 7 2.

C

23. COP was able to Structure the
academic program for the part-
dcipants so that maximum transfer
too.); place in the classroom. G..' 31 49 /9 -5

12. Course experiences on the whole
were .not related to classrooM
experiences. 5 19' 26 41 9

50. Teaching cometencies can be better
learned in the public schools,
than in the college classroom. 17 39 21 12 11

.53
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Responsf.s in Percentages ,

Item 0 item A ? Pit !:DA

26. COP participants shou)d )X group-
ed together for their courses
and separated I-rm. ether students
at the University. 6 17 26 46

22.. The University standards set for
COP participants were not as
high as those for students in the
regular teacher-training program.

28 COP participants were unable to
participate in campus aCtivities
at the University.

31. Participants were guided .to devel-
op their own unique styles of
teaching after minimal competencies
were accomplished.

27. COP participants should be trained
in a iimited number of selected
schools.

5 15 34 24 22

3 23 51 14 9

8 29 49 10. 4

G 13 16 37 28

6. All participating groups er'e asked
to evaluate the various phases,
actiVities, and programs of COP. 3 29 44 15 9

36. Insufficient feedback was avail-
able regarding the performance of
participants, children, and staff. 5 25 45 22 3

24. The evaluation process in the
program led to effective learning
on the part of the participant. 14 45 -40 1 . 0

11. COP was a severe drain on the
participants time and energy.

19. COP was not flexible to the
individual needs of its partic-
ipants.

7 15, 27 34 17

5 12 37 34 12
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Discussion of "Precess"

The ne ::t 21 ites were associated with the procedural

operations of the HartaIrd COP project.

o Items 2, 3, 4, anti 44 dealt with the organization and

administration of the COP program. Sixty-four percent of

the sample rcgarded COP as a well "organized program (item 2) .

No group disagreed with this item; however, 5G percent of

the cooperating teachers had no opinion. Item 3, 'Which stated

that all participating groups were given the opportunity to

- participate in the identification of general and specific goals
.

and priorities of COP, had 50 percent of respondents agreeing

and only ten percent disagreeing. COP participants (68%),

COP graduates (70%) and university faculty (50%) , all agreed

with the item, and cooperating techers (71%) and school

principals (54%) gave no opinion. Item 4 stated that the

screening and selection of participants was in keeping with

-COP goals.. Fifty one percent (51%.) of the sample were in

agreement with thi-s item. Disagremtent with the statement by

sub-groups was minimal, and ranged from three -percent to ten
r

percent. In general, sub-groups responses to item 4 were

very similar to those scored in item 3 above. Item 44 had a

58 percent majority with no opinion as to whether, participants

had an adequate voice in the admintration and functioning of

COP. A plurality (37%) of COP participants agreed with the

statement, vihi)e 40 percent: of COP graduates disagreed.
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Items 8, and 9 i:re CW:CerDUd with the process of

communication. Sixty-one percent of all respondents felt

that the: S effective communication between participants

and COP &talf. Fifty-six percent agreed that if a participant

had a problem he/she knew the proper channels to go through.

Subgroup responses to both items was almost identical. COP

participant, graduates and university faculty had clear'

majorities agreeing with the item, and yet, cooperating

teachers and school principals registered no opinion.

Items '5 and 35 questioned respondents about the career

lattice. Item 35 stated that the career lattice was a

motivating fOrce-for. participants. Sixty-one percent of. the

sample agreed, with this item. In general, all -groups were

in agreement on this item. Item 5 stated that the idea and

existence of a career lattice ,was never clearly. -understood
Ark

by all participating groups. Only 33 percent of the respondentS,

'agreed with. this item, another 28 percent disagreed, and the

plurality (39t) had no opinion. Sub-group opinions were all(

somewhat similar to this distribution.

Items 23, 12, and 50 related the academic training of 'COP

participants to their daily work experience. Only 37k> of

the respondents agreed that COP was able to structure the

academic program for the participants So that maximum transfer

took place in the classroom (item 23) . Forty percent (40-Q

of COP participants agreed with this statement, as did 56C, of

the university faculty.
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Thirty-nine percent of COP graduates also agxced with it,

but an additional 46 percent were found to disayree.

Cooperating teachers and school principals gave no opinion.

Item 12, which stated that course experiences-on t'fle-whole

were not related to classroom experience, found 50 percent

of the sample disagreeing with it. Majorities of COP

participants, graduates and university faculty disagreed,

while cooperating teachers and school principals' had no

opinion. Agreement with this item'rapged from zero percent

(school principals) to 38 percent (COP graduates), zmon9 the

sub-group reponses. Fifty -six percent of the respondents,

agreed that teaching competencies can be better learned in

the public schools, than in the conege classroom. A

majority of eaCh group agreed with this statement, except

university faculty, who gave no opinion.

items 26, 22, 28, 31 and 27 related to procedures that

directly affected COP participants. A clear majority (72P6)

of the, sample, and all sub-groups, disagreed with the state-

ment that: COP participants should be grouped together for

their courses and separated from other students at the

university (item 26) . Note that the Uartford.COP project

did not isolate its participants for their academic experience.

A plurality (46t) of respondents also disagreed with the

statement that the university standard set for COP participants

were nvt as high as those for students in the regular
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teacher-training program (i t(;1 22) . !qtyongest disagreement

came from COP participants, gri ivates and univeksity faculty,
/

Cooperating teachers and school principals gave no opinion..

Tigreement with this item ranged from 14 percent (COP

participants) to 30 percent (university faculty) . Item 28,

which stated that COP participants were unable to participate

in university campus activities, had 51 percent of the sample

giving 110 opinion. COP participants disagreed (43%) with

the item, but COP graduates agreed (59%) with it. In

addition, 34 por,alt of COP participants agreed with the

statement and 33 percent of COP graduates disagreed with it.

A plura3ity (49%) of all respondents-registered no- opinion

as to whether participants were guided to develop. their. own

unique style of teaching after minimal competencies were

accomplished (item 31) . On the other hand, 45 percent of, COP

participants and 58 percent of COP gtaduates agreed with

the statement. Greatest disagreement also-came from COP

participants (31%) and graduates (34%) . Sixty-five percent

of the respondents disagreed with the idea that COP

participants shou)d be trained in a limited number of selected

schools (item 27) . 1Note, Hartford COP spread its participants

throughout the Hartford Public School System. All groups

disagreed with this item, except university faculty who

registered 50 percent agreeing and 50 'percent disagreeing.

Other agicomunt with item'27 came from cooperating teachers

(33%).
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Items 6, 36, and 24 cpstioned the evaluative prOcesses

of the project. Itemr;6 and 26 had pluralities with no

opinion. Thirty:two p::rcent (32) of the sample agreed and

24 percent di:,agreed with the statement that all participating

grous were al,):ed 'tto evaluate the various phases, activities

and progyold:, of COP ,(item G) . Within each sub-group, there

was almost an equal distribution of agreement, no opinion,

disagreement. Likewise, 45 percent of all respondents had

no opinion as &whether insufficient feedback, ws available

regarding the performance of participants, children and

staff (item 36). Only COP graduates (80F0 and school

principals (50t) .had majorities which agreed with the state-

ment. Disagreement with item 36 ranged from 11 percent.

Ischool principals) to 33 percent (COP participants) . In.

contrast to the two previous items, 50 percent of the

respondents agreed that the evaluation pro6ess in the program

led to effective learring on the part of the participant

(item 24). There was very little disagreement with this

statement, however, cooperakinsi teachers, school principals,

and unversity faculty all gave no opinion.

Fifty-one percent of the sample disagreed with item 11,

which stated that COP was a severe drain on the participants'

time and energy. Twenty-two percent of all respondents

agreed with the statement, including 40 perceitt of the

university Paculty.
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Item 19 asked re'spondents whether COP was flexible to

the needs of its participants. rorty-six percent found COP

to be flexible while 17 percent considered it inflexible.

Cooperating' teachers and school principals gave no opinion

on this item. I:mong the sub-groups, agreement with the

statement ranged from 10 percent (school principals) to

23 percent (COP graduates). COP participants, graduates,

and university faculty all had at least 60 percent dis-

agreeing with item 19, or supporting COP's

65
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R(.;IX)))!-;efl

It MI 1t cu SA A

PRODUCTS

46. COP hat; improved the se3f-under-
standing, self-image,.and se) f-
-confidence of the participants. 45 45 8

40. COP participants were able to
function more effectively as
teacher aides than were non-
COP para-professionals.

32. COP participants were better
prepared for teaching than
students going through tra-
ditional teacher-train:cng
programs,

p 32 28

14 34 28

38. Graduates of COP will be more
successful than graduates from
other teacher education programs. 15 16 -44

37. COP was a positive learning ex-
perience on the part of all
involved. 32 4G IV

42. COP has aided a number of other
special programs in the Publia-
Schools

43. COP has increased cooperation
'between the University and the
public Schools.

47. COP has increased the school
community relationship.

28 - -62

12 49 34

22 50 24

D7 SDA

2 0

14 3

17 1

18 7

- 3 2

4 0

3 2

3 1
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Item Item

39. The CO-.1nitv no )ongor has a
need for a program LIch as COP.

45. The Public Soho1s sholild make
every effort to continue COP
in some way

34. The present limited number of
teacher openings is a valid
.reason for ending COP.

48. The cot of COP is the major
factdr which might prohibit its
continuance.

49. The benefits of COP have not
justified the dollars spent.

'51. COP has substantially achieved
its goals and objectives..

52.' COP has improved education in
the Public Schools.

67.

61

Rei:ponses j.1) Perc'entayes

SA A DA SDA

1 1 17 32 49

46 37 14 3. 0

3, 9 20. '34 34

17 26 40 13 4

2 8 22 36 32

12 47 38* 3 0

22 48 25 4 1
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Discussion of "Product" Itc:As

The fifteen remaining items all rclated to outcomes

of the COP project.

items 66, 40, 32, 38, and 37 dealt: with the effects of

COP on its 1\1rticipants. e Ninety percent of all respondents

agreed with item 46, that CO.' has improved the self-under-

standing, self-image, and self-confidence of the participants.

All sub-group scores refleCted this strong opinion. Fifty-

five percent of the sample agreed with the stateMeht that

COP fDarticipants were able to function more effectively as

teacher aides than were non-COP paraprofessionals (item 40).

School principals (45%) disagreed with this 'item and

university facu3ty gave no opinion. On both. item 32 and 38

the sample split into two distinct camps. The majority of COP

participants and graduates M.-agreed with both atement4
-

which basically affirmed that COP participants and gracThates

are better prepared and will be more successful than other

, students. On the other hand, cooperative teachers,'school

principals and university faculty either registered disagreement

or no opinion on these items. Item 347 stated that COP was a

positive learning experence on the part 'of all involved.

0
Seventy-eight percent of the tot.al sample were in agreement

with this. Disagreement with this tem was minimal.

\s/
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ItcNI:x. 42, 43 and 47 pic:,;(:ntc;(1 ..!;01.1 of the other 3e.

direct of tLe prouet. Stem 42, COP has aided

it nur.ber O other pregra:as in the Public Schools, received A

majoty (C.n) of no (pInion lesponses. Although there v,as

very little disagreement with this item, only COP participants

(43t.) and COP graduates (39:) had substantial number of

respondents in agreement with it The majority .(Gilt) of

respondents indicated that COP had increaped cooperation

between the University and the.Pbblic.SchoolF (item 43) :

Cooperating t6aCher::. and school principals, though not dis-

ageOng, had no opinion. Item 47 stated that COP has

., increased the school-com"aunity relationship. Seventy-two

percent of the sample agreed with this statement'. -As in

the previous i QM COP partic::?ants, graduates and university

faculty were in strong ant with the item, while

cooperating teachers and school princifpAs were considerably

Baker in their agreement.

items 39, 45, 34 and 48 were concerned with future aspects

of COP. iighty-one percent of the respondents disagreed with.

the statement that the community no loncr- has a need for a

program such ar_. COP (item 39)-. Another clear majority (03%)

agreed with item 45, tly. Public .Schools shot ld make evqry

4
effort to continue COP some way. In both of these items,

62
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total !.COIL- also r(!pres(nLf:d all sub-group opinions. Items

34 and 48 (luestioned the reason for elh)ing COP. The

majority (6C%) O the sample di!;acirct:04 with the statement

that the present limited nur.bor of Lecher openings is a

valid rear,c,n for ending COP (item 34) . All sub-groups

also disagleed with this item. Item 48 stated that the cost

oP COP is the major factor which might prohibit its

continuance. The plurality (43%) of respondents agreed

with this item, 11ile 40 percent gave no opinion. Vo sub-

groups disagreed iLOw pthe statem6nt but only COP rticipant

(50 0fc) and graduates (856 were 111\th:finite agreeme0 with '5.t.

Items 49, 51, and 52 were global statements as to

Dartford COP's effectiveness. Sixty-eight percent of all

respondents disagreed with the statement that t)e benefits

Y/

of COP have not justified .the dollars spent (1L fm '49). No

group agreed with this item and only school pr ncipals registered

no opinion. The majority (59%) of the sample/agreed that

COP has_substantialb, achieved its goals an(' objectiy,s

(item 51) . Although diagreement, with this item was mini] al,

cooperatifig teachers (69%), school principcls (88%), and

university faculty (56%) all gave no opinion. Item 52 stated
1

that COP he; improved education in the Public Schools. A

).
ofclear .ajority of 70% f the total sample agreed with t1: -:is

statrlent. All sub-groups had their majorities agreeing with

the exception of school principals who had 50 percent: with

DO ooinion. 1;oth of the last two items hod very strong,
4

positive responses from ,COP participants and COP graduates.
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STRUCTURED JETERVIEW RESPONSES

Structured interviews, with COP administrative personnel.,

were conducted to gain insighLr that may not have been available

from tha instrument respises. Those interviewed-included the

COP Director, Inn Cciordinotor, IHE-Sehool of Education Dean

and Assistant DJII; Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent

of the Dartford Public Schools and Director of Research and

Evaluation for the .Hertford Public Schools,

These individuals were asked to respond to a series of

questions which follows. Responses given are listed under each

question. Any .one response may have beenmntioned by more than

one person and the order of responses listed has no significance.

PAIZT 11. 1

1. Was COP supported, at its inception, by the community and

the Local Educational Agency (LEA)?

-The community, the University of Hartford (IHE) and the .

Dartford Board all'eooperazed in establishing the project
and chOosing the Director.

-The ,community in general and the LEA were very supportive
of COP at its.beginning..

-The involvement of community people in some of the planning
stages has really paid off.

-The Hartford Board wanted this project to. succeed. They know
it could help the school community relationship and help
educate kids.:

r
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2. How and why -were COP participants chosen?

-we tried to pick people'aCcording to the
guidelines.

-we took sor.e real risks, which was the f:pirit of COP.

-c=liunity people an-.3 paraprofessionals have alWays been
in on the selection of COP participants. -

-they had to be Hartford paraprofessionals prior to being
selected.

-the 1HE had a liMited input in the choice of participants.

-the IHE was flexible in admitting participants it was
sent by COP.

-the Advisory Council developed the criteria for selection
and retention of participants.

-the spartieipants were good choices conside le fact
that we don't expect all of theM to auuate
degree.

-participants were supposed to be residents of Hartford,
some were not

-,/

.

-the choice of part;cipants could have been a more
cooperative effort etween the LEA and the 1111'.

That was the role of community. organization in COP?'.

-they bad memberships on' the Advisory\Council.

-the early participation of the Model Cities Agency has
faded away.

-we've had a joint effort with the Community Renewal Team
(CRT) in running-the Youth Tutoring Youth program,

-Model Cities did not give the support it could have.

-our relationships have been good.

4. {;hat have been some of the major strengths and weaknesses

(or constraints) of the program?

STRENGTHS

The Director t....; feeedom from the LEA:and the YHE was-very
important.
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-the availaWlity of co; staff to Ow pa)ticipants

-the indi.."0-.!Aied instruction and assistance given
partici;,4:.ts

:-the f)cxiLiiity of the 1HE

-the mainstreamingof COP participants in 1HE courses

-the COP Di) ector

-the Univtrsity faculty bogan to teach rather than lecture

-the :Ili];-Ischool of Education gained knowledge about urban
education from this experience

-there's Leen very little fat in this program, all dollars
have gone back to the people and very little money was
spent on administering the program

-our people were high risks, it was a second chance for
them and they succeeded

-the 11E Coordinator had freedom in his role of assisting
the participants

-we spread our people (participants) out among all Hartford
schools

EUi:E2S1;S A:a) CO::STRAINTE

-1 wish we-Could have opened tip: program to all para-
professionals,

-we really needed a full-time IDE Coordinator in the early
years of the program

-COP participants needed and deserved release time from
their classroom duties

ti

-there were some problems between COP and the 3HE Admiissions

office

-the 11E Coordinator .has too many roles (academic advisor,
counselor and teacher)

-there was a need for a closer liason between the COP
Director ond the 1HE.
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-we could have gotten itnte' city input

-the role of the l.dvisory Council needed to be better
delined

-more co:- '..unit' oroni;:ations-should h,tve teen involved

-we needed more alternatives in termu of careers for the
participantfl

-maybe we could have used a community college for the
first two years of training

- -a consortium of colleges may have been preferable

-the career lattice never quite' made it, we had a career
ladder

-mandatory student teaching was a problem

-communications among the inr, CEA and COP Director
somewhat deteriorated over time

5. What evaluation of the project was conducted?

-the only forMal evaluation was the Abt. Associates,
and that was interviews only

-the Di rector. conducted informal evaluations and reported
the same in the annual Aeports

-the Advisory Council was. always in touch with COP's problem

-the THE did some in-house self evaluation, to improve the
> operation of COP

-there have been dollar ccnstrair.ts in terms of conducting
an adequate evaluation

-national COP evaluations caused alot of data gathering
and confusion while providing very little feedback on the
Hartford COP operation

,-we neglected designing a good evaluation plan,Ifive years
ago

I
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G. Has th,: Linancial support of the LrA been adequate?

-they've done what they could

-they g.tve.a nuLiber of services in kind , if not the dollars

-it could have proviaed some release time for participants

-it :should con:.ider continuing the proram at its exlIcnse:
it's worth it

-COP has been linked with some other federal programs
(i.e. Title 1)

-they've given the paraprofessionals a pretty good contract.

7. Has the SU (Connecticut State Department of. Education) been

of assistance to the COP project?

-there has been some limited technical assistance

-they have regularly attended the Advisory Council meetings

-their role has been limited and never clearly defined

-they've had a minima input

8. Has i:he.U.S. Of fice of Edi,VL.-44-t-ioir-been of assistance to the

COP project?

c

-they've been excellent, they established good communication
with all parties

-assistance has been fine but we could have gotten more
publicity

-they helped solve a number of problems

-the decentralization of COP administration to the Boston
Regional Oifice was a great advantage

-cou3dn't have done it without their help
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9. What h.::: been the role of the Advisory Council?

-to make decisions on questions provided by the Director

-to select participants and make policy

- -it: has been a great e:::perience for those community
members served on i t .

-it decreased in activity over the life of the project

-it represented the community

-its' ro1e was to challenge the Director

-to keep the project on track with its goals and objectives

-a means of communication for all groups and organizations
involved

10. What has been the relationship betweeh the LIE and the LEA?

-there has been a very open relationship between the LEA
and Uhe Dean's office

-we began well Ln communicaton has somewhat deteriorated
over the last two years

-the :Cliff: has made many adjustments on the basis of LEA
recommendations

-we have had a good relationship

-the University is involved in many programs with the LEA

-the University has lived up to its obligation to the LFA
and the COP participants

r

-we've worked closely on many problems and have used each
other, as resources

-all things considered this joint effort has been very
succ4sful and produc4f1ve

-the UniVersity is definitely a part of the city
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1). What .happen:, to COP participants who have not graduated /

by Anuust of 1975?

-many of the:3 w0 't to n able to finish their B.:1. degree,
due to financial constraints

-they are e3icible for H'artford Board of Education
reibursement for a percentage of their educational.
expenses

-some provision should be made to guarantee the remaining
enrollees a break

-a large percentage of those left will not make it,
they must have summer stipends and all expenses covered

-both the Hartford Board and the University have an
obligation to these individuals
4

-some negotiated agreement between the THE and Liz l will
be worked out; this will give the remaining participants
a chance to finish their studies

-it wasn't the idea of COP to give all participants an
undergraduate degree

-some of these paraprofessionals/participants will be
satisfied with an associate degree

-the LFA is in a tight financial situation and mar, not
have any funds available to assist these individuals

-thy University has made an offer to the Hartford Board
which provides for reduced tuition charges for COP'
participants

-some participants may take advantage of the reduced charge
programat the University

-a good number of the participants are clof;e to graduating
and may somehow scrape' the dollars together

12. What is the future of Col) type programs?

-there will be increased in-servica activities

-there will be increased use of on the job training credits
by 1HE's
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-COP as an ilea for teacher education is not dead

-COP type training should he expandeJ to other occupations

-COP yields good teachers and we'll always need good
teachers

-more vovQrnmen aid should be requested and granted,
ba.sed:on COP's success

-teacher training institutions'should and will pick up
on thi.c; scheme

-dollars are the main problem for programs of this type

- -more cooperative work-study programs will be implemented

-Hartford is using some COP ideas in other training
programs/

-the over-supply of teachers is a problem for. ,the Continuation
of COP

13. What has been the acceptability of COP and COP people to

the community and to the educational community?

-th'ey've been hired and that was our goal

-acceptance has been excellent in both the community and
in the schools

-COP people have come\to be 'respected at tlae IHE

-acceptability took time but it is now established

-COP people are respected in the community

-COP people have gaineesithe admiration of principalt and
teachers

-students depend on COP participants and paraprofessionals
in general

-COP graduates %val. be first in line for new and open
teaching positions
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14. Ha!: flortfoya COP aecompli.shed its goais?

-5,(.5, e've preauced teachr!rs who c,lin relate.

-Yt 1,e,)ple find a meaningful, career

-our teachers now have educated paraprofessionals who
are eo:-.v:,-unity people

-COP has been re:-.ponsible for improving our school
volunteer program

--COP- participts and graduates have greatly helped
the entire-school system

-COP has satisfactorily accomplished its goals

-we got community people into(the "school's

-we couldn't' have done much better than we did

-Uartford COP has played by the rules and has achieved
its goals
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Part B of the structured interview was conducted with the

IHE personnel only. Thcf;c: questions were part of the

NortheasU Education ns:-)c.-iaLes evaluation design.

instrliCtions read

The

Cooperatinc! inntitutions of higher education have adjuated
their programs in a number of ways in order to facilitate
the admianion and training of participants.

What types of adjustments were made at your institution?

(Questions and responses follow.)

1 In admission recuireTnents?

-we. hod to radically adjust: our admissions standards
and procedures

-only the high school diploma,,or its equivalent for'those
whq,earned their degrees at night school, was required

2. In granting credit for work experience?

-credit was given for, on the job training (OJT) , as a

-part of the undergraduate program

3. In granting credit for previous course work?

-transfer credit was given for community college coursework
as long asses it was a grade of C minus or above

-- credit for previdus work 'done at other institutions of
higrfer learning was generously given

4. 16 program requirements?

-we bent some rules here; thele was a rock bottom number

of Liberal Arts requirements

-they pushed us into accepting the on the job training as

a part: of the prograth

-the University developed an Ansociate of Arts in Education

degree for our COP program; thin it commendXole two year

program in education
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Ej. an course content?

7tOP participants were 'in c3 asses with regular
University students, so Cow: se content was not
affected

-in some cases COP participants added to the course
content by relating their experiences to other students

G. In scheduling?

-we scheduled* around the COP people,

-both eveniks and summer courses were scheduled with
COP in mind

- -the University has bent over backwards to schedule
courses inithe evening and during the summer to enable
our people_ to complete their Associate or 13. S. degree
requirements

7. In degree requirements?

-the numLer of credits for the B.S. de Tree was unaffected
as was the .quality standards 'of ace'Atable work

8. Others?

-im the area of financ&s, 'the University has billedthe\
COP program at one-half the regular-'tuition charge for
our on the job courses and workshops

:9. Which of the above adjustments were applicable to COP

participants only? and which 'will continue in effect?

-almost all oftheSe adjustments were made for COP only

-these adjustments hayp bad a good affect on the University

-the flexibility of waking adjustments similar to these
as part of the University's operation
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10. Wha 1. .'cia 1 inn ti tut .nr;11 problris had to he overcome,/
i.n order Lo aceomplinh th.;..se adj s ),:en t

-a ciwIel deal of'coop.:rat 5 on ud coordi :ion with
the Co!) I ege of JJt and Sciences was rcqui n.(1

N-each ad jun tnen t hacl to bt- aporoved by the t3nivesity
f cia :; nvol-ed zo=;q achni»ist.ra ti on ; they were

baLdcally very ibl'e

44,

16
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On the I,sasd:., of the (1,:ta oathered and analySes performed,

this evaluaidon conlud::i that the Hartford -Career

Opportuniti,s Program has sub,tantially achieved its: coals.

MO)"(' specilic eva]uative statements, that: relate to various

aspects of the program, areOov.ided

1.0 The selection of COP participants was in the Of

national COP.
, 4

PiiTticipaInts.were Co..trmnity members.
1

1.2 ParLicip*ts were representative of the Slack
maj9ritylpopulation in Hartford.

Bart fort; COP was unable to nlist and maintain

a substant5a1"ramber of males or Spanishrspeaking
participan'Ls.

This sho'rtcoming is amplifieli by the
desire for more male role models in
elementary schools and the last(five
year increase:in Hartford's Spanish-

-speaking population.

1.4 Those participantsiwith the gr aeetst education
prior to COP, also clearly achieved the most
during the nroeram.

2.0 The Hartford Board of Education supported COP with
adequate financial and other resources.

2.1 The Hartford Board of Education delegated a
good de'al of authority the running of COP,
to the i.dviflory Council ar.d the Director.

2.2, There was Some lack of continuity of those
persons in the central office administration
that were directly involved with the program.

Ti



3.0 tiniv()niLy f,eulty ad:..inistration were interasted

in and helpful to COPtpAiticipants.

3.1 ln e-as7e.;, tnAversity faCulty were
to accemdate the special

needs of CoP 1. i ci

3.2 1 numbk.r of univyrsity faculty were uninfomed
about the Cc? project in general and what the
participants ;re-doing in the Hartford Schools.

3.3 iPrior to the hirin.g of a full-time COP College
Coordinator aead: mic advice and counsel for
p'articipants was inadequate.

4.0 CooperatAg teachers and schobl principals sujjported

COP and facilitated its success.

i- 4.1 Coope'rating teachers ;provided adequate models

of teaching skills. !

. .
.

,

4.2 both grou ps did not have clearly define roles

in the project.

V
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4.3 Both grouF.s.were somewhat vnware of COP in
general and the, activities of COP participal:ts

at the Univvsity.

The COP Director and 7,(1v5.ory Council provided efectiVe .

leadership for the program.

5.1- The COI' Director played a strong leadership
role in 'pursuing the goals of the project.

d2

The advisory Council...performed its assitjned

uL3e.
4

There was a need for greater continuity
of-membership and better attendance ,at
council meetings.

6.0 The 11,artf.ord Co=upy was represen;6d and involved
the etablishment n.d ol:uration of. the project.

6.1 individual community Members had a cri,tical

role in iJx: program, throlgh thetr

on the 7W/visory Council.

6.2 More,Co:..:'.unity.erganizations could have bk.:en

actively involved in the program.
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6.3 Those col_r;unity organization i'nvolved in the
beginning of the prcran how .,1 decreasing
interest and Lnvolve:.'nt as the project pLogressed.

COP was effectively organized and administered.

7.1 SpreAdin,.; COP participants throughout all
Hartford Schoors was a success.

7.2 Placing COP participants in regular university
clau,ses was also a success.

7,3 No released time fol participants to attend-
.univelsity classes was a problem for participants
and may have contributed to a number of enrollees
not `i:inishing their undergraduates program.

7.4 There was a obnstant over-demand by HartTord
paraprofessionals for the limited number of
COP Slots.

N

7.5 Cooperating teachers were not screened for their',
ability to effectively work with COP participau:ts..
Cooperative teaghurs should have received sbmq
in-service,trairting and linkage'with.the university.

1

7.G School principals, university faculty and cooperating
teachers were not involved in the clecisi on making -

process.

8.0 Evaluation of the' project was unplanned and inadequate.

8.1 Self - evaluation by the various groups involved
in the project caused some improvements to be

dUring the program.

8.2 1 regular and formal evaluation plan, including
some performance cbjctiveS, was not instituted
at the proposal' stage. .

8.3 This failure to 'planI:or eval -uations prev-2ntslmore
concli1sdve and supported statements on the procirams
impact (especially on students),.

9.0 The Univematy prpvided the participants has
made them betLer educators.

9.1 Refresher courses, provided at ,the beginning of
the piw:jram, helped ci nui:i3)k!ry01' p,:r.ticiiiiits.

A
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9.2 Special and stll;:fer ccursesoffered by various
faculty and d(partments w.7; -e extret..,eJy benetic:al.

9.3 The pro:Iv-a:A was never for;:lally evaluated for
its content an the participants experiences in
varioa:. cour!.es.

9.4 `The progra:1 was flexible by providing credit
for on-the-job training.

10.0 The-Career Lattice, described in the 1969 project
proposal was never really established.

10.1 COP participants did not have a choice of
programs.

102 The careen ladder (vertical movement only) that
did develop was-well understood by participants
and served as a motivating force.

11.0 'Although communication in COP was basically open and
adequate, some problems did exist.

11.1 Cooperating teachers, school principals, and
university faculty were eitner not informed or
not interested in various aspects of t:he program.

13.2 There was of col.tmunication bel?eel.
pareicipants and the COP staff.

11.3 There was effective communication,btween the
Dartford Board of Educat:on and the University
of Dartford.

12.0 COP has had a dist:Act imp a t. on people and inst.Stutions/
Hartfora.

12.1 COP's greatestsuccess has been the increased
felf-understanding, self-image, and self-confidence
of the participiants.

2,11 COP has been a, means of upward mobility
for its participants.

1??.2 COP participants have had a far reaching impact
on HaZtford's youth.

12.21. Pqxticii.ants.-served as rolZimodels for
students.
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12.22 f;tudents were able to id-htify with
and relate to the participants.

12.23 Y,./rL.:,:ipaht::.:Idreatest impact on !.tudents

has Leen in i:IfeCtive OludS, such as
self-iL.aT,:, educational aspirations,
socialization, and attitude toward school.

12.24 Partjcipants were able to provide more
and better individualized help to pupils.

12.3 COP has increased the school community relationship.

', 12.31 COP directly involved community members
in the decision making process ( Advisory
Council)

12.32 COP, put more coo. unity people in Hartford
classrooms.

12.4 COP has influenced the Univeity as an institution
-as well as individual faculty members.

1241 COP caused a number of adjustments to
'the regular university program, many
which proved worthwhile.

12.42 COP-il:.proved the Hartford Public Schools/
University of Hartford-relationship aLd
has resulted- in other cooperative ventures.

12..43 Paculty and other university students
profitted by having COP par.ticipantS in
their classes.

12.44 A better unde2 stand1 4 of the nature and
needs of urban edalsILILIgn-frfT-w-ell:as the
benefits of wor::-study, were universiuy
gains from involvez.nt with COP.

12.5 COP has had -- ipact on c)assroom operation and
classroom teachers.

12.51 COP participants served as a valuable
resource in the classroom.
4:

12.52 COP participants :tssisted teachers i
worl:ing.with students, parents and the
coL:munity.
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12.53 COP pul. Letter educated paraprofessionals
into the 00'ssroom.

12.54 COP has hell.ed establish tia importance
oi paraprefe:.sionalst'nd has resulted in
an improved status for all paraprofessionals.

12.6 The COP philosophy as well as its participants -

have been a.:cepted and have become respected in
the community and its educational systepl.

12.61 COP graduates have been hired to teach
in Hartford.

12.62 Future COP graduates have been promised
a first cr.ac}; at teacher openings.

12,.63 In the last five years the number of paya-
professionals in Hartford schools has doubled
and in the present: fiscal crunch no parar
).roiessionals have been laid off.

13.0 The cooperative effort of the Hartford Board of tEducation,
the University of Hartford, and the Hartford community,
lies proven that these groups can work together and produce.

14.0 The amount of -education rcceived by COP participants
and the number of COP graduates now teaching in Hartford
have ju5.;tified the federal, state and local funds expended
on this program.

15.0 COP has been a positive learning experience on the part
Alf all those involved.

0
16.0 Hartford COP has substantially achieved its program goals.

17.0 COP has improved education in the Hartford Public Schools

'18.0 The Hartford community and its school system still.
have' a need for a program similar to COP.
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RLCOn=DAT.K.oNS.

The Ha.:tit,:.d 1,,t.rd of. E,Aucation should make every

effort to con'inue o- renew the COP goals and approach.

A The University of fl,:rtford should consider institution-
\

alizing sore of the aspects of the COP teacher training.

Both the Hartford Board of Education and the University

of Ilartfordjiave an obiigation'to those participants who

have not completed -their program of study.

0

v

Note that not all participants were

expected to complete a four year degree.

However, a negotiated agreement with reduced

fees (University of Hartford) and possible

subsidies (Hartiord Board of Education) would

assist those participants now C)0Se to

graduation.
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APPENDIX A: HARTFORD co P EVALUATION QUE;;TION;:A1PE

PART A:

85

Curtain eh.!racteristics have been idented as, evidenciwl
success`ul P3 ease circle the relative v.oi'iht
as defori!.er!. success which should be given to the

'vs:statements ;,00, otht,rs which you feel to be apnrooriate
measures of success . Al :;o, circle the If for those which were
evident_ in your project.

No Little Mod cra te Great Very (;real:
Wei gilt Woi oht Wei (jilt Weight

2 3

1. COP participants show strong moti-
vation to conraale in the program
and become teachers.

A
Mean Scores by Sub-Group_ . _ .

CP': CC

46 4.5

2. COP participants have a positive
professional view of themselves. 4.5 4.3

3. COP participants are representative
of the minority pcpulation. 4.1 4,1'

4. COP program has provided a vehicle
for the upward mobility of ai4des. 4.8 4.7

J. COP program has caused chances in

the ways schools have utilized
personnel.

6. COP programihas caused existing
personnel to be trathed for new

3.7 ,>3.7

roles. .
a. 7 3.9

7. COP program 4as resulted in changes
in other prr:pariation programs
within the University. 3.0 3.2

8. COP prc,iram has resulted in galnE,
for low-ince:,.e and minority .

students in the.41- learning, be-
havior, attitudes and aspirations. 4.4 4.0

9. COP proqram has caused chz.nges
in the organization and structure
C) the Public Schools. 3 . 6 3.4

CT

4.0

,4.1

4.1

4.5

SP

4.3

4.1

3.9

4.1

UP

4.0-

3:6

3.9

4.6

TP

4.3

4.2

4.0

4.5

3.6 3.0 3.9 3.5,,,

3.4 3.5 3.6 3.6

3.2 2,8 3.9 3,2'

4.0 3.4 4.7 4.1

3.3 2 . 4 3 . 1 3 3

CI) ;- (.SDI' participant (pnesrifitly enrolle4 CG,.COP graduate
CT,Coo!')eratinq :.0 ache SP-,Schcol prihcipal
*UPUniversity faculty I TP==-Tf)tal popul ation
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APPENWX A: HARTFORD COP EVALUATION QUE5;T3ONNA1RE

PART 15:

Plea-se circle the importanee to y---)u, of t h" COP go;:ls listed

below. Also, indicate v-dur perception of the achie'ement of
each (jdal in your project.

14-)ne Li 1:1. 1 e Mederate

1. To provide 4:ducation for indigenous
lo-income poop) a who previou'ay
lac1;ed the l'.1Qa 11F.; , so as to enable
them to advance to a level at
which they feel comfortable,
with the ultimate }3ossjbility of
graduating a f; a professional
teacher.

Great Very Great

86

Mean Scores by Sub--(1roup

C)' CP CT SP UP

GOAL IMPORTANCE 4.8 '4,8 4.4 4.5 4.7 4.6

GOAL ACHIEVEMENT- 4.5 4,5 3.8 3.5 3.4 4.1

2. To successfully'establish a
career lattice plan so F,s to
provide both the ezperience and
academi:.c trainang necessary to
enable peole from low-inc=e
areas to enter the field Of
education.

GOAL IMPORTANCE

D

4.8 4,8 4,4 4.6 4.8 4.6

GOAL ACHIEVEMENT 4.4 4.5 3.7 3.5 3.5 4.0

3. To improve sehool-co=unity
relations; by involving members
of the target com=nity in
making decisions about and in
the operation of the program.

GOAL IMPORTANCE

GOAL ACHIEVEMRNT

4.1 4.3 4.1. 3.8 4.2 4.1

4.2 3.9 3.2 3.3 2.9 3.G

CP-TOP participant (presently enrolled) CG COP graduate
CTCooperating teacher SP:,School principal
UF:-University faculty T,-Total population
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PART )3: cont inued

CP CG CT- -s.P

4 To assiSt: toacherf,, through the
use of in:lioc-n:ws supportive
perso:.)v in deve1 opi;-,1 the
ability to engage in an honest
dialogue ur)dan youth,-
adults,*and with other
personnel wc)rl:ing with city
residents.

87

GOAL IMPORTANCE 4,5 4.2 3.9 3.8 4.3 4.1

GOAL ACHIEVEMENT 4.3 4.2 3.5 2.6 3.0 3.7

J. To maintain and expzand the
present Youth Tutoring Youth
Program which serves as the
first stop on the Career
Lattice aTid will hopefully
motivate ybungsters into enter-
ing the field of education by
providing early goals which
are attainable and a partial

e

source of income.
e

GOAL IMPORTANCE 4.0 4.3 3.8 4.0 3.8 4.0

GOAL .ACHIEVEMENT 3.7 3.4 3.0 2.3 2.6 3.2

6. To establish through the.COP
program-a new source of teachers
who, as a re alt: of being
indigenous to the area, will
serve as models to the. students
and who will be better equipped
(through familiarity with local
problems) to meet existing needs.

GOAL :IPORTANCE

GOAL ACHIEVEMENT
/
/ __.._

,
.

.

7, To bring about change in the
pre-service Teacher Preparation
Pioglams.

GOAL IMPORTANCE

GOAL ACHTEVI-MT

'93

4.6 4.8 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.4

4.4 4,4 3.1 3.5 3.1 3.8

4.1 4.7 3,9 3.8 3.9 4.1

3,9 4.2 3.2 2.8 3.3 3.6
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APPI:V01X A: HAIrY016) CCd' rvALuATIu: QUEbTiONNAUE

TART C

A goal of C) i o 11;:inq about ch:inge as a result of its
activities. P3(..:se circ)- the extuntof the COP program
impact: on tin it.e= below.

No Little Moderate Great . Very Great
Imp:let Imnact )mpact .2:11?Pact,

Impact

Mean Scores by Sub-Group

CP CG CT SP 151?

1. Pupils 4.3 3.8 3,6 3.4 3.7 3.8'

2. Tcaehca:s 4.0 3.4 3.6 3.0 3.7 3.6

3. Administration 3.9 3.6 3.0 3.2 3.0 3.4:

4. Parents 4:2 3.6 3.4 3.1 3.6 3.7

5. Participants 4.6 4,5 3.8 4.0 4.5 4.2

6. Commun*ity 4.2 3.8 3.3 3.2 3.6 3.7

7. University 4.1 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.8

8. Tpachcr
CertificLtion

4.0- 3.9----2-9 2.7 3.2, 3.5

9. Admissions 3.7 3,1 3.3 3.1 3.4 3.4
Standards

10.. Public Schools 4.1 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.2 3.7

11. Classroom 4.2 4.0 3.6 3.1 3.4 3.8
Organi:mtion

12. Methods of 4.2 4.1 3,4 3.4 3.6 3.8
Instruction

,

13. In-scrvice
training

.4.1 4.2 3.2 3.1 4.0 3.7

14. Legislation 3.1 2.9 2.5 2,9' 2.2 2.9

// 9 4
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90

PAET E: ,

Poopie have ide::tifir:d :::ny different is of a COP pronram.

P11fase circle ,.-cna jud(ie:.'ent an to vhetWr the condition .should

exist as a result of th,. COP program and as to wht:ther the-

condition Lf_a.ally exisfs in yo.ur projeCt.

Not
at All

To a Little
Exteng

1. Pupils received
help.

To a Moderate To a Large To a Very

Extent Extent. Larne Extent___......._
3 4 5

more individualized

SHOULD EXIST
_

ACTUALLY EYJSTS

2. Teachers are relieved of non-
-teaching jobs.

SHOULD EXIST

ACTUALLY EXISTS

'3. Teael:crs are helped to provide

/ / 'a greater variety of. activiti

SHOULD EXIST

ACTUALLY EXISTS" /

4. COP participants are able to
relate theory to actlial
situations.

SHOULD EXIST

ACTUALLY rxmTs

/ -

9.C)'' -COP participants

C( COP graduates
CT;-Cooleratinn

/ SP--Sch6-)l princip-ds
UPqiniversity faculty
TP:iTotal

96

MEAN SCORES BY SUB-GROUP

CP* CG CT/ SP :N up, .-.TP

4.G 4.. N.4 4.3 4.5 4,5.

4.4 A.4 3.9 3.6 4.1

3.8, 4.1 3.9 - 3.9 4.0 3.9

4.1 3 . 5 3 . 2 3 . 3 - 3 . 6

4,4. 4.9 4.2 4,5 4.2 4.4

4.1 4. 5 3.3 3.4 .6

4/.3 4.7 3.9 //.0

4.2 4.2 3.4 . 3.8 .

/.
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PART E: continued

92

MEAN-SCORES BY. SCP,-GIZOPP -*

CT SP UP TP

5. Teacher: have mrlre time for

.6. Teachers related better to the
nbi ghborhood

SHOULD EXIST

7. Makel.-i-teaching more rawarding.

SHOULD EXIST

-ACTUALLY EXISTS

8. Results in better US"C of tine
4.i` in Classroom.

SHOULD )3X1,5.,T,

SHOULD EXIST

ACTUPLLYEXISTS

k:TUALLY EXISTS

.

C1 CG-

4.3 4.2

3.8 3.5

4.5 4',6

3.9 3.5

4.5 4 7

4 3 4 . 4

\
4 . 5 .9

./-AC"bLLY EXISTS

., 9..,Traa.ning of talented people
%-.7,1T6 would otherwise not be
trained. .-

_

SHOULD EXIST

ACTUALLY EXISTS
I

J.U. Provides the children Wt.)) a
person with eAom they can
identify:,

-

SHOULD F',IST

.ACTU'ALLY EXISTS

I

,4.3 4.4

!4.7 4 . 8

4 6 4 . 6

4.6 4 . 8

4 .6 4 . 3

4.1 3 . 9 4. -0 4.1

3.1 3.2 3.4-

3.7-3.9 3.':-.2. 4.0
.,.

.:-..

2.9 3.1 - '-- 3 -4-

3.6- 3 4 . 2 4 . 1

3 . 2 3 .,2 3_. 7

4 . 3^ 4..1 4:.3 4 . 4

3.5 3,1 3:.-8

,..,...

4 . 5 4 . 5 4 . !:5 tr. 6

3 . 9 3 . 7 - 4.3

4 . 1 4 . 3 4 . 8 4 . 4

3 , 5 3, 8 4 .1

t
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APPEN.DU A: CCA EVALUAT3ON- _

PART r:

Please circle the degxee of acceptability of each provision beiow.

Little Moderate Great Very Great
-.3 None y D.earoe Dempee -Degree

4

Deoree

1. Acceptability of teacher aides
generaY41 a.: to faculty

b. to administration
c. to parents_
-d. pupils

2. Acceptability of COP participants
as aides; a. to faculty

b. to administration
.c. to.parents-
d. to pupils

3.- Acceptability-of COP participants
as assistant teachers; -

a. to faculty .

1). to administration
c. to parents
d. to pupils

4. Acceptability of COP graduates
as teachers;

a. to faculty
b. to, administration
c. to parents-
d. to pupils

5. Acceptability of career lattice
concept; a. to faculty

b. 'to administration
c. to parents
a. to, pupil 5.;

*CP.,COP partic5pants
M,*COP graduates
CT.,Cooperatig teacher
M5 ---School principals .

Til==Total popul'ot,ion

V

98

MEAN SCORIT BY SPB-Gr'..01.1P.

CP .CG tT -SP Tp

3.9 4.3 4.0 4.2 4. -0

4.0 4.4 4.0- 4.6 4.2'
4.3 4.5 4.0 4.4 4.3
4.5 4.8. 4.1 4.5 4.4'

4.2 4.4 4.2 4.3 4.2
4.3 4.6 4.1 4.7 .4.3

4.5 !1.15 4.0 4.5 4.3
4.6 4,8 4.2 4.6 4,5

3.6 4,2\ 3.9 3.1 3.7
3.9 4.2 3.8 3.8 3.9
4.4 4.3 3.8 3.9 4,1
4..5 4.7 3.9 4.1 4.3

4.2 4.5 4.2 4.0 4.2
4.3 '4.5 4.0 4.3 4.3
4.6 4.5 4.i 4.1 '4.4
4,5 4.7 4.0 4.6 4.4

.

3.9 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.9
4.2 4,2 4.0 4.1 '4.1
4.3 4.5 4.0 3-.5 4.1
4.3 4.6 3-.9 3.6 4.1
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EAkTFORDXOP EVALUATION ATTITUD::: f-:U.VgY

Plqw:e circle the retponsr: coLsistent with your view of the
'Hartford Career OpportuLities Program.

Stronuly Questionable or Strongly
Agree Agree -Po Opinion Disaarce -Disacrce
_SA A . SDA

Responses in Percentages

Item g Item S7
by Sub-Group

kA ? °-DA SDA

1: The Public Schools have supported
COP with sufficient rezources.-

COP Participant (CP) 14_. 53 25 0 8

'COP Graduate (CG) 43 39 23 15 0-

Cooperating.Teacher(CT) 7 40 43 , 7 3.

School Principal (SP) -8 25 ;67 0 0

University racul:cy(UF) 12 50 38 0 0

Total Poptilatti.on(TP) 12\ 43 37 4 4

2. CpP was a well organized program.

CP 41 41_ 15 -0 3-

CG . 1 31 46 0 23 0

CT 7 27 5G 10 0

-SP 23 .38 31 0 8

UF , 10. 45' 27 l8 0

TI' 24__ 40 26 8 2

3. All pnrticipatin9 groups were
given the opportun3ty to partic-
ipate in the identification of-
eneral and. specific goals and
riorities of COP.

Cl? 18
CG 31
CT 0

SP 8

UF 0

TI' 16

1 0 0

oe 2e 0

39 "X5 15
13 , 71 :6- 10
30 54 0' '8

50 31 12 0

34 40 5' 5_



item Item

4. The screening-and sel ection of-
participants was in keeping with

P.esponses 5I! ;'Orpell tie (1'..:3
by Su,': -Group

A 1)A. SIM

COP goals.

C1"
CG-

CT
SP
UP
TP

5. The idea and. existence of a'careert-
lattice was never clearly under-
stood by all participating groups. .

11_
39
0

8

'22
-12=

-66 18
23 23
11' 71
30- .. 54

39 39

Cr- 6 17 36
-CG 8 31 23

CT 13 ,36.' 45
SP- 0 15' 62

UP -10 10 40'
TP 8 39

6.. 111 participating' groups were asked
to evaluate the various phases,
activities, and programs of COP.

CP 5 34 50
CG / 8 '31 31

-CT 0. 21 52
'SP 0 23- 46
OF 0 22 46'
TI 3 29 44

7. Coopera,tirig teachers and University
supervisor.s provided constructive
evaluationIto partieikants.'

CP 11
CG 8

cr 1 3

SP . 0

UP 11
TP 7

1. 1

0

0 15
10 - 6

8 -0

()

7 3

33 8

38- 0

0

2,3 0

20 20 '

23' 5

3 8

22 8

21 6

23-

23
15

50 19
58 3

32
31
67
4 -5

17 3

1 0 0

%5 10 .10

69 0, 0

1.1 0 11
33- 1.0 '5
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..
_, Responsen in Pcrcentycies

.* by Silly-Group
I'-6fii ii

.. -Itein ' SA - :A -?' . DA Sir%
_-- . -. Trilee I's effective com .unication , ,,,

be 1.,4rticipants and COP. staff.

CP
CG
CT
SP
Up

97. (If a pai:,ticipan4---.---hEd- a probibift;
he/she knew the proper channels
to go thr914311".

, CG
CT
SP
OF
TP

10. The COL' I)irectox and Staff '
demonttrated /effective leadership:-
for thq..-f7togram........,-----

CP
.

CG
.

CT
,8r)

____;.- OF -
fr3.

. .

11. COP was a ,severe drain on, the
participants r.tinie and energy-.

CP
CG

SP

TP:

-

102
/

, 31 54.
46

3 29
-8- l5
22 56
19 42

- 35 43.
.42, 33

6 26
0 27 ,

11' 67
2.0, 36

.

.50 43
46 .38

4 21
1.4 43
42 33'
30 36

5 , 15-
8 8
3 10
0 0

10' 30 4.
7 , 15

10. 5
8 15 0'

42' 16 10
62 15 Ol 0- 11
24 . 11 14

7 15 0
8 0

53,- 12 3
0 0

11 0- 11
31 11 2

5 2 '0
8s- 8 0.

71 4 0
43 0 0
45 0 0
31 ...3 0

.e.

21 36 23
8 54 22

40- 34 13
-50- 43 7'
30 10- 20

'.27 34 17-



i'tem Item

97

Responses In Pcret:nteges
);y sub-croup

SA A DA SDA

12.

13.

Course experiences:on the whole
were not re.lated to classroom
experiences.*

CP 5
CG 23
CT J)
SP 0-

0
'PP 5

. .

Cooperating teachers provided
adequate models of teaching S3:5.3.1s.

27-

15
11
0

13
19

-11
-0
52
GO
12,
2-6

38 19
-54 8

37 0:
30 10

'75,-;' '0 .

'PP 11
Cc 46,
CT . - 14
'SP 9
_UP 10
TP , 16t

65
23-
68.
73
40
58

1L
23
18
18
50
.21-

3
0
-0-

0
- 2

5;
. -8
. 0 .

0-'
- -0

3

14. The school brincipaI facilitated
the success of COP.

C)?
4-

CG
CT

- 15
46
1,1

38 -

8
- 41

38
46

SP
OF

0
0

7.0
12-

-20
og_

TP 36 43

15. -University faculty geared their
instruction to the needs' of the
participants.

CP 6 35-_ -29
-CG 15. 15 24
CT 4 28
SP 0 20 .80

58 0
TP 10 31 39

103

. 3
-10

0
5

24 , 6
46

7 0
0 0
8 . 0

18 2'

r
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98

Item

Rwponsev 1'cl-tentacles

by Sub-Croup
Si A-. Di SDA

."

_had- more

effect on plrticipants'
teaching .*z? is than th courses

-taken day; the participants..

CP 9

cG- 31

CT 7"

SP 10,

UF 10

TT.- 14-

22 29
15. 23
32 6L
30%. 50
0 60.

22 .42

31
31
0

10
30
19:

9

0

-0
0

0

3

17. The evaluation feedback from the
pri,pcipals to. the participantis
wds an effeetpe comrionent of
the program.

CP 6 35 50 / 9 0
31 '15 24- 15 15

CT 0 22 78- 0 0

SP 13. "22 67 0 0-

UP 12 0 -88 0 0

10 24_ 59 5 '2

18. University faculty were interested
in and helpful to COP participantS.

CP 19 51 11 14 5

CG 31 '22 31 8 8

CT' 0 32 '68 0. 0

SP 0 '44 56 0 0

OF 34 '50 8 0 8

Ti? 15 41 -34 6.- '4.

.19. COP was not flexible to the
individual needs of its participants.

CP 6 11 19 47 17

CG 15 8 15 _47 15

CT 0 14 .6r4 18 4

Sit 0 _ lo 70 20 "-0

UP '10/ 10 7 20 30 30
TP 5 -12 '37 .34 12

104



Rel;ponf:es e
by-_SUb-Gr up -

Item !,! It6m SA A ? DA SDA

20, COmp.31iility participation ancl
invdriont-yer.e eflectively

,uded in COP-

C P

- CG

CT
Si,

OF
TP

Cooperat ive Teachers facilitated
comMunication -between participa-ftts-
and principals

CP
.CG
CT
SP
OF
Ti'

22. The.Univers.d.ty standards set far
-COP participants wex not as high
as those for studen s in the'
regular teacher.-trdining program..

23. COP- wat able to structure the
academic program fore the
pa-rtiO:pants so that .maximum .

tra-nOer took Place/ in the
classrbom.

CP
CG
CT
f3P

OF
TP

4

.105

8
8

50 -3 -1

1 50
'85

0 78
0 27 4.6.

G 28 54

, 9

1G
. 7

0:
0

10

32
38
29
447.

25
32

38
57
5,6

6'3

48

8. 3

25 0,-

0 '0

22- 0-
27 0 -

li 1

12 - 3-

8 0

Q

o

12 b
6' 4

3 11 22 32 32-

8, -8 8 22 54

18 -61 '7' 7
9 9 73 9 -b
0 30 1-0 5,0 10,
5 15 34 24', 22

31
8 31
0. 33,

. 0 lb
22,. 34
G 31

46' 3 1I
.15 38 8

63 4 0

90 0. 0

33 11 0

0' 9.



t.

SA

Thd evaluation process in the
progra:11. led to effective i-learnirin
on the part of thc.- participant.

,CP -17
CG 38

'CT__ 4
ASP ---------______ 0
UP -...,__

-0-

PP i 14

, .......--
0-..._

,f
., 25. The Public ci,-loo_13_ -provided --_,

adequate released time. for COP '.
part ,ic-ipants te-.-continue their
academic studies. .-

a.

OP
CG
CT
Si?

TP

26. COP partibipants should be gr uped
..together for -their tour -des anfa

<, separated from other students at
the_ University.

II,

15
0 \

91
0

7

CP 6

CG 8

CT 0

SP 0

UP 0

PP 5

27 . COP -pat lc s shoiild be trained
in allmited _aumbor of selected
txhools.

CP
CG
.CT.

SP
UI?
TI

1

106,

10'0

n-1:.La!fes

by Sub--.Group
A ? DA SDA

66 17 0 . 0-

Z1 23 ,_ 8- 0 .

_30- 66 . -0 - 0

44 56 -o .0

..5'0 5'0 0` 0

45 . 4:0 1 ,f)

40 14 24 14

31 15 '' 31 , 8-

37 56 7 0

G4 27 0 0
.0 56. 33 11
36 30 19 8.

8 11 14 61
0 ; 0 . -22 70
4 2G 40 '30

0 50 30 20,

19 9 36 36
6 17 26 46

-9 20 37 34

0

22 19 2-9 19
0 22 45 22

40 0 40 ).0

13 .16 37 28



it-oni n item 5TH 71. 2 \DA 'SIM

32. COP participants:were better
prepared tor -teaching than..

s-tudents going -throuah
tc-!acTher-training ,pilogra,PA.,<

-CP

101

si,0
4.1

Responsc.:s iTh Pent( acfkie,
by :',ub--.;roup

I

CT
SP.

OF
TP

i

33. CO P participants were a} fie to
demonstrate adequate teaching
skills.

0CP
CG
CT
SP
UP
TP

34., The 'present 1imiited number oi'.

teacher -Openingq a valid
reason. fOr endiihg COP.

#-
`

22' 56 '14 -

34 ;50 8 8' 0
4 3.5 4'1 2'5 15

20. 59 30* 0
50 20

34- 28 1.7 7

17 72 11 0 0
25 5 8 o, 17

-0- '8 0

0 _ 4 45 6 0 0
0 50 - 40 -0 1:0 q,

11 64 2'0 4 1

CP
CG
CT
SP
UP
Ti' p

1.1

- 43

:11
0

-0

3

35. -The career lattice was a Motivating
force for par'tici.pants.

CP .1 -8

CG 9

CT "4

SP 0

TP \:0o

107
0.

8 14
'a -.8.

32
J1 33
20 3.1

9- 20

29 49
26 50
3.6 14
45 3.1
50 20
34 34

4

52 21 6 3
73 0' 18 0
4-4 52 .0 0:

31 56 11 0
77' 23 0 0 (
51 30 7 . 2



0

- f

Item P Item

COP .participnts wore' unable to

participai:e in campus activities /

at the Uniyersity

CP

CT

kUF
TP

ti

--. 29.. Adequate guidance and counselng.

-was available/ to ,,participai»ts

t5ough COP, or University "Staff..

CG
(.1)

,dT/\
SP'

UP
TP

30. Most of the varticipayfts assumed

the' responsibility fo Asigning
their own academic prograM within

University requiromentS.

CP
CG
CT

1/1SP
UR
TP

. i02`

C LTO 11 ses in Per .en Lac es
Sub -Group .

SIB A DA SDA.....

4

\;p 34 23 29 14

8 '0 25

0 / 7 89 4 0

0 1 11 '89," 0 d

10 30 .1 GO 0

3 23-' 51 .14 9 ,

17 5-3--; 111
2'5' 42 8

-6 .

10 5-.01\20
3:0 3'8 3-7,

r.

8 ,Ilir

"25-
11 .

11'
3.0, 10

-yr

01 38-1-2-1 26 15

2.5.. _28_ 4.2

.6- 4' 7.7

0 -,10 80 .10 `-0
0 22 22 4.5 11-

4 21 -°40. ---8-

. 31. Participats \ore guided to develop

ti)eir sown uniclue styles of steaching

-after minima_eOmpetcneies were
accomplished.

,

CG

'SP

Ur
TP

108

. -

15 34' 15 -6

17 41 -8 17 17

22 4- 0

0 22 7'8 0-- 0
0 27 -63c:_ U_ 0

8 29 ,_49 1.0 4



I

fG

10,3

es Pc reen :;
0. by Sub-Group

Item. i Item
- Sit A

/ . .
. .

3L Insufficiont feedback was :mail ,..-the re,...ording the pc'rforman -b .of participants, chilqren and,
.

Oa f _

. .
i CP , 3 -1 2

-s CG 17 33
. /' i ..

-- ' CT 7 "26
PP 11 '. 45, .

..
1W 0" 33
'SP 5, 25

37.1 COP' was a positive. lbarning
per,ience oar frie part,of all
involved.

CP
G

SP
UP

.

a8., Graduates of qop trill. be more:.
- successful than graduates front

. .of,her, teacher -education programs .
.

CP
CG
CT
S?
UP

39.. The community no 1.onger hAs ne'ea
for, a, program such as COP.\

CP
CG
CT

1.

UP
TP"./

ILA

."

10,9

N

-44
42 42

4 4.6'
0_ 50

-

..
-

.
-.

. 52 30 3
:33 '17' O.-

45 :22 0"
-. 33 11 0"

4 -5 11 11 .

45. . 22 -3

11A,

0' 0 0
1.6 0 0

11 *7
5a 0 0

30
-1

60 0 0
32 46 -:.17 3 2

25 29.. 40 3. 3
.33- '117 42 8 0

-0 -1 37 34. 22
; 0 0' 56 44 0'

0 0 77- 23 0
15 16 1- 44 18" 7

t

0

0
4

0 3 19 78
0. 0 25 '75
'0 38 46 12

3"3 45' -11
2,4 _50 _
1-7 32 49
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Respoines in Percent:aces
by Sub-Group

1 SA A ? S DA

40. COP participants were able to
function 1741re offectivslly as
teacher aides than-were non=-COP
para-professionals.

CP
CG-
CT
SP
OF
T,P

29' -38.

4-1 17 25 17' 0'
11- V4 15 0.

0 -2? 33 .34 11
12 12 -G4 12 -0

23 :32 28 14 3

COP particgpnts were on a
comparable ,zicademic level with
other students at the 'University.,

CP
CG
Cr

13F

42. COP has aided a number of other

18 *58 12 3.2 0
2-3 54 15 8 0

.- .0 15 62 _19 4

0 12 88 0 0
0 36 9 4.5 10 -

11 40 32 15 2

-special prograMs in the Public

SchoOls.

CP 8

CG 8.
(LT 4,

- 0

UP 0

TP "6

43, COP has increased cooperation
bett-,,den-- the -University and the

Publ/i(c Schools_.

pp 17
CG 15
CT 0

UP 1.0

TP

110

35 54 3 .0
31 . - 38 23 Q

15 81 0 0
25 75 0- 0
25 ,75 . 0 0
28; 63 .4

53 24 3,. 3
77 8 0 0

3,4 59 7 a
3.8- G2' 0 -0

G0. 20. 10
'49 34 3 2



.

Item P Itm _

-44. Participants did `rot an
adequate voice-in -the admin-
istration a-nd' funCtioning 1of
COP.

.CP
CG
CT
SP
U1

.45. The Publis4chools '-gfibuld make

every effort to continue COP in
sbnie viay.

CP
CG
CT

105 .

Responses in Perentaqes
by Sub' -Group

SA A

6 21
15 31
0 7

0 12-

10 3.0

6 17

74 24
75 25
7 63.x.-

? i)1 nin

36- 34 3

34 15. 0

93 .

88 0 0'

50 20 10
57 17 2

2

0

---23. -o

SP ,_ A-2--'25 50 0

UP 30 50 ,20 0 0

TP 46 37- 14- 3 0

46. COP has imroved the self-
understanding, self-image and
confidence of the .participallts,,

%CP
CG

SP
Or

iTP

471:COP ha'g eased the school

O

68 '32 0 0 0.

69 23 - 8 0 . 0

15 62 23 0 0

28 /2 , 0 0

'3:i 67 0 0-

45 45 -8 2 0

communitv/Telationship.
7

'CP 29.

-cc 4,6

CT . 0

SP 0

UP -30

TP 22

11:1

59 9 7 1 0

39 15 0 -1

4"8 Al 7 i 4 /

50 50 r.

40 30 0' (-1):

50---2A 3 Iv-.



48. The eut of "COP is the majer fpctor
Whi Ch i.i2 {Ott. t 5 t5; Cr):,timiarlee

CP
CG
CT
SP
UP

-4-9. The be;:ctits of COP-have not
justified the dollars spent.

Cl
Cc
CT
SP
UP
Ti'

50. Teaching competencies can be better.
learned in the public schools, than

in the.col3ege-classroom.

3.0t;

Responscs J.21 rerc(..Liaoor;
by_Sub-G)'oup

SA ; ;DA

26 24 2-9 -1-2 9

46- 39 15 0 0

25 54 21 0

13 13 74 0 0

12 25 50 0 13
1U 26 40 13 4

3 12 9 21 JJrr

8 8 0 38 46
0 - 7 41 41 II

-.0' 74' 13 13
0- 0 33 56 11
2 8 22 36

C)' 11 40 20 11 18

CG C` 4-6 36 9 0 9

CT 15 44 15 19 -7

: SP 24 38 32 0 0

OF 10 30 30- 20 10.

TP 17 39 '21 12 11

51. COP has substantia31y-achieved
-its goals and objectives. .

CP 17 71 :9 3 0'

CG 23 54 15 8 0

CT. 0: 27 69 4 0

SP 0 12 88 0 0

UP Il' 33 56 0. 0

TP 12 47 38 3. 0

52. COP haS improved education
the Public Schools.

in

CP 32

CG 46

CT 7

SP 0

UP 11
_22!PR

r

112

54 14
54 0
'45 37 7

38 r50 12
56 33 0

'48 25 _4


